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Winters says
county will
benefit fnom
state budget
By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
First District Sen. Ken
Winters (R-Murray) says
Murray. and Calloway County
will benefit greatly' from any.
new state budget signed by Gov.
Steve Beshear despite some
possible loss of water and road
construction projects.
Winters, R-Murray. said most
highway construction planning
is moving forsvard including the
widening of U.S. 641 South to
the Tennessee state line. a new
Glendale Road bypass connection allowing large trucks to
access industry in east Murray
without going thrcugh the city
and funds for construction of
new. bridges and roadway at
Land Between the Lakes.
"We even got sorne of those
moved up as far as the timing,Winters said of a Senate budget
passed this week. "We've done
some things in the two-year
(road construction, plan that are
going to be very, very positive

Marray, KY 42971
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Chamber payroll tax survey underway
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
'though the City of Murray has
not proposed adopting a payroll
tax, it has been discussed lately
and thc Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Conunerce is. asking members how they feel about the possibility
Chamber of Commerce Executive
Director Lance Allison said that while
the payroll tax is not yet a concrete
issue, the chamber's board of directors
decided Tuesday that they. needed to
gauge how. members wanted the organization to respond if it became one. He
said the chamber currently had 670

A

members and that any action by the
city council to change the city's tax
structure would affect the organization's membership.
This is the rcason Allison sent an entail to members this week asking them
to answer a short survey about the
issue. The survey asks members what
type of business they have, how many
people they employ and if they have
had to do anything in the last two years
such as: reduce their number of
employees; freeze hiring; substitute
part-time for full-time employees,
freeze wages: shift insurance costs to
employees; reduce insurance coverage

benefits; increase copayntents and
deductibles in insurance plans; and reduce
the scope of service to
reduce operation costs.
The survey then asks
members if they support a payroll tax, if
they think alternative
Nilson
options have been
researched thoroughly.
by city officials and if members think
the chamber is obligated to take a
stance on the issue if a payroll tax is
proposed. There is room to leave coni-

ments under each of the payroll tax
questions up to 500 characters long
Allison said board members also
voted to draft a letter asking council
members not to act too quickly on
enacting ariy new taxes and to make
sure that every option for balancing the
city's budget was explored. He commended the city for going to great
lengths to inform the public about their
budget woes i'lld explaining what they.
currently spend then money on. Allison
was a council member foi six years' and
he said he thought the recent public

W See Page 2A

State
budget
talks
begin
Negotiations
could reportedly
stretch for days

even more funding for district
operation that could shortchange health services paid for
by local taxpayers
"We need to give our taxpayers a fair return on what they
are paying,- Elkins said.
Elkins suggested a board be
formed to look into the county's options which may also
include a move to null out of
PDHD as well. Ross told
board members there should
be no change in how much

By BRUCE SCHREIPiER
Associated Press Writer
RANKFORT, Ks (AP)
-- Kentucky House and
Senate conferees went
behind closed doors Wednesday
evening to begin negotiations
that could stretch for days in
trying to resolve differences in
their state budget plans for the
next two years.
The negotiators met for nearly
three neurs to begin looking at
differences on such:key issues
as funding for public schools
and job creation.
Senate
President
David
Williams called ii a "congenial"
meeting, and expressed confidence that the negotiators could
ultimately complete their work
in a "timely: manner."I thcught we made a lot of
progress educating each other
before we start discussing the
real difficult differences that we
have,'' said Williams. RBurkesville.
Earlier Wednesday. before the
talks began, House Speaker
Greg Stumbo sounded more
optimistic about the prospects
for an eventual budget deal.
Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg, said
the chambers have overcome
greater differences in the past in
reaching a budget accord. He
said the biggest differences boil
down to funding for schools and
l's1edieaid and a state-backed
construction program that
House leaders say will create
thousands
of
jobs
for
Kentucky's recession-battered
economy.
"ln the actual dollar amounts.
we're not that far apart."
Stumbo said. ''So I'm much
more optimistic today than I
was yesterday."
On Monday, Sturnbo warned
that the Senate's decision to cut
out the flurry of House-backed
construction projects could
.;eopardize the budget.
L.awmakers faced the challenge of plugging a shortfall
exceeding SI billion when they
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Moving Days
As staff at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital transition into the new
South Tower, patients are also
beginning to be transferred. Above.
Thomas Smetana, 6, is transported
across the second-floor walkway
into the South Tower with his parents, Z.B. and Megan. At lett,
Sheila Dix was the first patient
moved into the medical surgical
unit, and is pictured with Alesia
Knight, RN.

Health board to review financial impact options
By TOM BERRY
impacted and come up with
Staff Writer
options to deal with it.
embers of the CallPOND Director Charlie Ross
()way County Board of told board members that
Health are a bit wary Graves County's move would
about how the Graves County have an affect on funding and
Board of Health's decision to services to and through the
pull out of the Purchase department that would affect
District Health Departinent the remaining six counties that
will affect financing of health are part of the health district.
care services in Murray
He estimated PDHD would be
So during a special-called required to pay Graves a onemeeting Wednesday afternoon, time settlement of around
members of the board voted to $400,000 out of the departform a committee to look into ment's reserve funding as
how the department would be Graves forms an independent

M

health services entity.
He said some PDHD
employees would be transferred to centers in McCracken
and Calloway counties by June
13. lite district would claim its
own property now being used
in Graves County and make
the best use of it possible.
-There will be some settling
up to do over the next several
months," Ross said.
Calloway Health Board
Chairman Larry Elkins said he
was concerned that Calloway.
would be required to expend
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Senate ill hale to return •Winters, state budget
health bill to House for Ok
From Front
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'Make a Difference Day' Saturday

Meanwhile,
inters, who
Special to the Ledger
Sheriff will be there collecting.
serves as chaimian of the Senate
tor western Kentucky.Make A Lillleieme Day is the
prescription drugs. They will:
Cut from the senate budget Education Committee, said two day of helping others
- a cele- collect expired or unused pre-:
By ALAN FRAM
was various water projects for meetings are scheduled this
bration of neighbors helping scription drugs
.
week
to consider several educaAssociated Press Writer
Hazel, Lynn Grove, Dexter,
neighbors. On Saturday, March
shred
The
der
will be available
tion
initia
tives
inclu
ding
WASHINGTON
Almo
allow
and Murray as well as
- 27, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.,
— Senate Republicans learned early.
at for conununity members.
ing the Council on PostThursday that they will be able to kill
widen
ing
of
Ky.
121
from
Murra
State
y
North
University's Roy
language in a measure alterBooks will also be accepted:
12th Street to Old Coldwater Secondary
ing President Barack Obarna's newly enact
Education
to Stewart Stadium, residents can
ed health care overhaul,
Road. But there is still a chance approve graduate degree promeaning the bill will have to retum to the
participate in the community on Saturday. Books accepted
House for final congresthose projects may be put back grams for doctors and nurses.
sional approval.
event. This marks the 75th include hardcover fiction and
non-fiction, paperbacks in good
into a final bill now in the works
know Murray (State "Make a Difference
It appeared initially that deleting the provis
Day,"
ions, dealing with Pell
condition, textbooks (1998 or
by House and Senate conference University) is interested in
grants for low-income students, should not
accor
ding
to
Melo
ny
Bray,
cause major problems
committee members that met that," Winters said, saying the community educa
newer), travel books (2003 or
for Democrats hoping to rush the bill to Obam
tion member.
a and avoid prolong- for the
first time Wednesday.
proposal passed out of the sening what has been a politically painfu
Many items are collected newer), gently used children's'
l ordeal for the party.
Winters said it's not possible ate and now is under considera- including the follo
Democrats described the situation as a minor
wing: eye books, DVDs and books on CD.
glitch, but did not rule to predic
t exactly what will be tion by the House Education
out that Republicans might be able to remov
Residents are advised to not
glasses collected for the Lion's
e additional sections of included in
final bill. Dunng a Committe,e.
the bill.
Club; motor oil; cell phones: bring books in poor condition or
telephone interview Wednesday,
The president, who signed the landmark
Another proposal concerns clothes; A, 8, C, and D batter- ones missing covers and pages,
legislation into law on
Winters said Senate colleagues course-wor
Tuesday, was flying to Iowa later in the
ies; ink jet cartridges; alu- excessive markings, or ones
k
transferability
day for the first of many did not concur
with everything from community colleges
minum; paper and cardboard of that are moldy, dirty or damappearances he will make around the count
to
ry before the fall con- proposed in the House
's budget state colleges.
all kinds; plastic: and glass.
gressional elections to sell his health care
aged.
revamp.
bill,
but with a looming $1 bilThe Murray Chief of Police
Obama was appearing in Iowa City, where
"That concerns a smoother
For more information contact
as a presidential candi- lion deficit some disag
reeme
nts movement of people from one and the Calloway County Bill Wells at 759-1
date in 2007 he touted his ideas for health
91g.
coverage for all. His trip
were
expec
ted.
comes with polls showing people divid
level to the other," Winters said.
ed over the new health law,
"I think the sentiment, as it
and Democratic lawmakers from competitiv
e districts hoping he can came down to the end, was that "We're hopefully about to finalconvince more voters by November that
it wa.s the right move.
if we are all sharing in some dif- iz,e that. but the issue has one
As an exhausted Senate labored past 2 a.m.
on a stack of GOP ficult times then how can we more hurtle to pass."
amendments, Jim Manley, spokesman for
Other bills under consideraSenate Majority Leader rationalize going into debt a
Harry Reid, told reporters that Republican
s consulting with the couple of billion dollars or so to tion by the conunntee include
chamber's parliamentarian had found "two
minor provisions" that do projects," Winters said. "Of early graduation requirements
violate Congress' budget rules.
BROWNSVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — A medic
course at this stage, other than for high school students and cutal helicopter has
Republicans have been hunting for such
crashed in western Tennessee and state offici
violations in hopes of water and sewer and capital ting the state's high school drop
als say three crew
bringing down the legislation. Democrats
members were killed.
had also been consulting construction projects funded in out rate by requiring students to
with the parliamentarian. Alan Frumin, and
Tennessee Emergency Management Agen
hoped they had written the (House) budget, the rest will attend classes until they turn 18
cy spokesman
a measure that would not be vulnerable to
Jeremy Heidt in Nashville says it was a
all proceed. As far as newly- years of age.
such problems.
medic
al flight that
The two provisions are expected to be forma
cra.sheci into a field shortly after 6 a.m. CDT
"The age for allowing drop
lly removed from the generated projects, at this point
during a rainstorm
bill on Thursday. Manley said he expected
Thursday morning near Brownsville.
the Senate to approve the in the Senate budget. they have outs hasn't been through the
measure without them and send it to the House
all been removed."
senate floor yet, but it came
Heidt said the Hospital Wing helicopter had
.
flown a patient to
Winters said projects that over from the House," Winters
a Jackson hospital and was returning to its
base
in Brownsville
would require bonding to fund said. "We adjusted it a little
when it went down. All those aboard were
bit.
crew members.
were cut. It is expected that all If we are going to do it,
The crash scene is about 55 miles northeast
it was
of Memphis.
state departments will see a my contention
that even when
From Front
In other business, Ross funding decrease for
the next you start into middle school detailed PDHD plans to provide two years.
funding Calloway provides
like the sixth or seventh grade,
shelter and assistance to area
"If we are going to be some- at least
unless the Kentucky General
- you ought to know that
counties in the event of an emer- what generic in the one and a
option is not available to you
Assembly makes changes in
gency. In the event of emergen- half or the one percent decrease
PRINCETON, Ky. (AP) — electronic
any more."
regulations, but said he underequipment to procure
cies of a minimal threat, the in funding then maybe we ought
A
Tennessee man has been a minor for
stands why board members
House
legislators
sex.
have
to
hold
department would work with
the line on the borrowapproved a bill that would raise arrested after western Kentucky
would be concerned.
WPSD-TV
in Paducah
ing," Winters said.
local Red Cross chapters to aid
polic
e
office
rs posed as a reported Bilbrey
Earlier in the meeting, the
sent sexually!,
Senate lawmakers sent a the minimum dropout age from teenage girl in an
those affected. In the case of a
Internet chat explicit images of himse
board voted to give Elkins and
lf and'
budget proposal to the House 16 to 18. but not before making room and recei
larger, but short term event ved
explicit made arrangements to travel
board attorney Warren Hopkins
to.
with which House leaders did an amendment that would delay images.
such as a heat wave - local
Princeton to meet the person hel
implementation of the change
authority to deal with a dispute
not agree.
health department centers
Honald S. Bilbrey of believed
was a 15-year-old girl.
concerning construction of the
"They did not concede...we until 2013, according to an Jamestown, Tenn., was
would be utilized to provide
booked
Kentucky officers went to
Associated Press report. The
health department facility on
into the Caldwell County Jail on James
relief while the department voted not to recede and that
town
and
arrested
Memory Lane. Following a
means that they go now to the Senate change Tuesday would two counts of prohi
would coordinate with many
bited use of Bilbrey.
raise
closed, executive session,
Kentu
confe
cky.'s
rence
minimum
conunittee," Winters
local agencies should a serious
dropout age from 16 to 17 effecElkins and Hopkins were given,
said.
emergency strike. such as Au
authority to look into the niatter
Lawmakers hope to send a tive July I, 2015. A year later,
earthquake. In all cases, PDHD
final budget bill to Beshear .as the minimum dropout age
and authorized to take any and
member health services soon
as possible so there will be would go to 18. Nearly. 6,500
action up to and including filing would
From Front
be called upon to monitor time for
adopting new taxes as the
the General Assembly Kentucky students dropped out
litigation against an unidentified relief
services to ensure effec- to consider
counc
il puts together its 2016
of
high
overturning any posschool in 2009. Dropmeetings have given the public
contractor.
tiveness and efficiency.
2011 budget in the coming
sible vetoes.
outs are the least likely to find
more information than they
weeks.
gainful employment, according ever had before.
DOLL BONY FPIGiDeiRE SHARP
"This is one of the more
SYWAAVA
to recent studies, and more likeStill, Allison said the chamJVC moor_ 0 POULIPS
important decisions (the counly to require financial support
ber board wanted to discourage cil) will
deal with in the next
from state and federal social the city from rushing into
25 years," he said.
services.
Winters acknowledged that
requiring teens to stay in school
until their 18th birthday creates
From Front
The Senate axed an ambitious
difficulties and those issues
need to be dealt with.
started work in January on the House plan to build new schools.
budget for the two-year period and water and sewer lines that
"There is the issue of the
Stumbo has said could createbeginning July 1.
schools tooling up in case some
•
The Senate's version, passed 25,000 jobs.
of these (students) need alternaThe Senate also dropped two
tive types of experiences. So we on Monday, included deeper
tax-code changes proposed by
have moved implementation spending cuts than the House
the House that would temporaf••
propo
sal.
back a little bit on it, but it still
The Senate's cuts
ily suspend a tax write-off and
has to go to the floor for their included the main state funding
speed sales tax collections.
consideration before it goes to formula for elementary and sec- Those
tax changes, opposed by
ondary schools. The House prothe conference committee.business interests. would raise
posal spared the funding formuabout $270 million in two years.
la.
Meanwhile, Williams said it
But Senate leaders say their
was a "collective decision" to
version gives local school offiEDGER ___IMES:j
hold the ftrst negotiating session
cials more flexibility to dip into
in private.
1001 Whttreli Aye • Murray, KY
capital outlay funds to help off"We wanted some frank disset the funding decrease.
cussions," he said.
Office Hours
Also, the Senate wants to preWilliams said that decision to
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
serve two instructional days for
meet behind closed doors was
Monday - Friday
kindergarten through high
an attempt to avoid sparring that,
••• da
school that the House proposed has
marked the start of some
753-1916
eliminating to save $72 million budge
t negotiations in past
in the biennium.
years.

Medical chopper crash
in Tenn. kills 3 in crew

•Health board, options ...

Tenn. man arrested, charged with luring child
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Local artist Mary McKnight will be showing her
one-of-a-kind pieces ofjewelry
Each piece is madefrom combinations of semi-p
recious stones, vintage beads and acryli
c
Mary will be taking ordersfor specially design
ed pieces.
Hours: Tues.-Sat. 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
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Senate kills 29 GOP health amendments

Mrs. Della M. Edwards West

WASHINGTON (AP) - November that it was
the right assured of defeat. Republicans Tennes
Working well past midnight, a move. Adding
see and other state-spean ominous nonetheless forced votes on
cific spending; barring tax
weary- Senate was mowing undertone to
the political clash- amendments aimed at reshapi
ng increases for families earning
down a parade of Republican es, Obama
's barnstorming the measure - or at least
forc- under $250.000; and requinng
proposals aimed at undercutting comes as the
FBI says it is ing Democrats to take votes
that the president and other adminisPresident Barack Obama's sig- investigating
threats and vandal- could be used against them
in tration officials to purchase
nature health care law as ism
against congressional TV ads in the fall campai
gns.
Democrats push toward final Democrats
health care from exchanges the.
who backed the
"There's no attempt to statute creates.
passage of the companion piece health legisla
tion.
improve the bill. There's an
to his overhaul plan.
The landmark legislation that
At least 10 Democratic law- attempt to destroy
this bill," said Obama signed Tuesday would
In a voting marathon that makers had reporte
d such inci- an exasperated Senate Majority
began the previous afternoon. dents as of
provide health care to 32 million
Wednesday. These Leader Harry Reid, D-Nev.
senators were voting early include a brick
uninsured people, and make
tossed through a
Senators had voted on 28 coverage more
Thursday on an uninterrupted window of the
affordable to
Niagara Falls, consecutive GOP arnendments
millions of others by expanding
stream of GOP amendments to a N.Y., office of
Rep. Louise as 2:30 a.m. approached and
the reach of Medicaid arid creatmeasure altering the new health Slaughter and threats
received were still working through a ing
law. The president was flying to by the office of
new subsidies. Insurance
Michigan Rep. series of votes that began at 5:30
companies would be forbidden
Iowa later in the day for the first Bart Stupak, an
anti-abortion the previous aftemoon. No clear
to refuse coverage to people.
of many appearances he will leader who accept
ed White end was in sight.
with pre-existing illnesses, irldi+
make around the country before House assurances
on limiting
By 57-42, Democrats reject- viduals could buy
the fall congressional elections the procedure.
policies on.
ed an amendment by Sen. Tom newly created
to sell his health care revamp.
exchanges and,
The Senate, meanwhile, set Coburn, R-Okla
.,
barring
federal
parents could keep children on
Obama was appearing in out to complete a
bill making purchases of Viagra and other
their family plans until their
Iowa City, where as a presiden- changes in the health
Mrs. Laurel! (Polly) Benedict
law. It was erectile dysfunction drugs for
26th birthdays.
tial candidate in 2007 he touted being considered
JUNCTION CITY, Ky.- An Appreciation of Life service
under rules sex offenders. Coburn said it
for his ideas for health coverage for allowing its
The $938 billion, 10-year
Mrs. Laurell (Polly) Benedict will be Friday at 1 p.m.
passage by a simple would save millions, while
at Preston- all. His trip comes with polls majorit
Sen. price tag would be financed
y
instead of 60 votes in Max Baucus, D-Mont.,
Pruitt Funeral Home, with Bro. Ernest Martin
called it largely by culling savings from
officiating. showing people are divided over the 100
-seat chamber, malting ''a crass political stunt."
Pallbearers will be Walter, Colby, Kaelan, Walter Levi,
Daniel and the law he signed Tuesday, and its approv
Medicare and imposing new.
al virtually inevitable.
Emily Benedict, active; Trevor and Hope Thomp
Democrats also deflected taxes on higher
son, Alexis Democratic lawmakers from
income people.
But first, Democrats ran into GOP amendm
Beashara and Natashya Rios, honorary. Burial will follow
ents rolling back and the insurance, pharmaceutiin the competitive districts hoping he a mountain
of GOP amend- the health law's Medica
Danville Memonal Gardens. Visitation will be at the funeral
re cuts; cal and medical device indushome can convince more voters by ments. uutnum
from 6 to 9 p.m. tonight (Thursday) at the funeral home.
bered and all but killing extra Medicaid funds
for tries.
. Expressions of sympathy are suggested for Shriner's
Children's
Hospital. OtIline condolences may be made at
www.prestonPruitt.com.
Mrs. Benedict, 93, Junction City. died Sunday, March
21, 2010,
WASHINGTON(AP)-The lender has announ
it Danville Centre for Health and Rehabilitation. She
ced a broad
retired after 39 recove
That news followed a repori
fewer construction jobs.
ry in the housing market plan to reduce mortga
years as a supervisor from Palm Beach and was
ge princi- day earlier that sales of existing
a member of is at risk of collaps
It also signals that the build-,
ing.
Junction City First Baptist Church.
pal when home values drop well homes
fell for the third straight ing industry won't be
Home sales are sliding, below the amount owed.
giving,
Preceding her in death were her husband, Walter
month in February., to their low- much of a lift to
Hillard prices are stallin
the economic
g and forecloBenedict, one son. Jerry Max Benedict. and one greatBank of America collects est level since July.
granddaugh- sures are rising.
recovery.
And mortgage more Americans' home
ter, Sarah Elizabeth Benedict. Born Feb. 11, 1917
loan
in Calloway rates are likely
To cope with falling demand.
Each new home built creates,
to go up after payments than any other compaCounty, she was the &lighter of the late George Elmer
the homebuilding industry has about three jobs
and Mary next week, when
for a year and.
Ellen Barnett Shelton.
the Federal ny.
slashed the pace of construction
generates about $90,000 in taxes'
Reserve ends a program that has
Survivors include one son, Tommy J. Benedict and
Only
a
few
months
ago, the But thousands of foreclosed paid
wife, Lee, driven them down.
to local and federal authorJunction City; daughter-in-law, Wanda Benedict, Debary
housing market had been show- homes have been
, Fla., four
dumped on the ities, according to the National
'The trend could threaten the ing signs of strengt
grandchildren, Walter S. Benedict and wife, April,
h as it recov- market at bargain prices.
Jerry' Max broader econo
Association of Home Builders.
my, economists ered from the most painful
Benedict II, Colby J. Benedict and wife, Pat, and
Tina Benedict wam. People
That glut has made it hard for
Bank of America's effort to
whose home equi- downtum in decades.
Beashara and husband, Edward; four great-granddaughters,
builders to compete.
Emily ty is stagnant or
reduce foreclosures will affect
shrinking are
Anne Benedict, Hope Thompson, Alexis Beashara and
Much
of
the
improvement,
Natashya less likely to spend
Prices have followed sales only some borrowers
with espefreely.
Rios; four great-grandsons, Kaelan, Walter Levi and
though, came from government down. The median
Daniel
sales price cially risky loans.
In a move that will help at programs that held
Benedict and Trevor Thompson.
down mort- for previously occupied homes
least some homeowners avoid gage rates and
Though other banks could
provided tax fell to $165,100 in February.
follow its lead. helping 45,000
foreclosure, Bank of America breaks for buyers.
Since the fall, down from a peak of $230,300
troubled homeowners won't
unveiled a $3 billion plan sales have sunk.
And the gov- in July 2006, according to the
tnake much of a dent in the
Wednesday to help some of its ernment support
is running out.
Nation
al
Association
of nation's foreclosure problem.
most troubled borrowers.
The latest sour news came Realtors.
James E. (Shorty) Dixon
And forgiving principal could
It said it will forgive up to 30 Wednesday,
Th,
: funeral for James E.(Shorty) Dixon will be today(Thurs
when
the
Falling home prices mean encourage people
day) percent of their total mortgage Commerce
to default
at I p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Department said builders can't recoup their conRev. Elijah balance. About 45,000 borrow- sales
intentionally on their mortgages.
of new homes fell last struction costs. And
Balentine will officiate. Pallbearers will be Russ Spitler
that means
, Randall ers are expected to qualify, the month
to their lowest point on
Hill, Rodncy Hill, Randy Lassiter, James Duncan
, bank said.
record.
It
was
the
fourth
straigh
Ricky Litchfield and Don Nelson. Burial will follow
t
The plan is part of an agree- drop.
in the McDaniel Cemetery. Visitation is now at the
ment the bank reached in 2008
"While bad weather could
funeral home.
with state attorneys general well have suppre
ssed the
Mr. Dixon, 80, Ky. Hwy. 94 West, Murray, died involvi
ng
high-ri
sk loans made February result, it was dismal no
Monday, March 22, 2010, at 5:40 p.m. at Murrayby
Countr
ywide Financial Corp. matter how one tries to slice
Calloway County Hospital. An Army veteran, he worked
and
as an auto before Bank of America dice
it," wrote Joshua Shapiro,
detailer for 41 years and was a member of Dexter
Pentecostal acquired it.
WASHINGTON (AP) - considered one of his
chief U.S. economist at MFR
Church.
closest
Still, it's the first time a Inc.
Late last year, President Barack aides. Melody Bames
Preceding him in death were his first wife, Helen
oversees
Louise Rye
Obama summoned the highest- Obama's domestic
Dixon, parents, Henry and Ethel Duncan Dixon, stepmo
agenda. And
ther, Lena
ranking women on his staff to a Nancy-Ann DeParl
Mae Vines Dixon, one sister, Mary Alice Dixon; two
e runs the
brothers, Willie
dinner
at
the
White
House
so
he White House health care policy
and Tommy Dixon, and three infant sons. He was born
Nov. 5, 1929,
could
ask
them
a question: team. a position that aides say:
in Calloway County.
Should he be worried about a ha.s put her in closer
Survivors include his wife, Beatrice Barton Dixon;
contact with.
one daughter,
nagging perception that his the president than
Diana Spitler and husband, Russ. Dexter; two sisters,
nearly anyone'
Ruth Nelson
adminis
tration
was
a
testosand husband, Don, Murray, and Dorthy Collins
else in the administration.
SACRAMENTO,Calif.(AP) Gutwillig, California directo
, North Carolina;
r terone-fueled boys club?
four grandchildren, Susan Lassiter and husband,
Still, more than a yea' into
Randy, Hazel, - Vv'hen California voters head for the Drug Policy Alliance.
The
dinner led to the forma- Obama's tenn, the most recogJames Duncan, New Concord. Shane Spiller and wife,
Kristen, and to the polls in November, they "We really can't overstate the tiOn of an informal group
of nizable faces of the administraSamantha Martin and husband, Ryan, all of Denha
m Spnngs, La.; will decide whether the state significance of Californians women at the White House
-a tion, the people the president is
seven great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
will make history again - this being the first to have the opporwomen's club of sorts-to help most often seen huddli
time by legalizing the recre- tunity to end this public
ng with in
policy female advisers navigate the the
Oval Office and the
ational use of marijuana for disaster."
upper
echelons of the adminis- Situation Roorn, are
adults.
men: most
Califomia is not alone in the tration.
notably, White House press secThe state was the first to push to expand legal use of
marThe
'boys
club'
story
line
had retary Robert Gibbs and senior
legalize medicinal marijuana ijuana. Legislators in
Rhode been around since the days of adviser
David Axelrod, along
use, with voters passing it in Island, another state hit
hard by the Obama presidential cam- with
chief of staff Rahm
1996. Since then, 14 states have the economic downtum,
are
paign, which was run by a tight Emanuel, who joined
WASHINGTON(AP)-The commission says the 34th
the Obama
presi- followed California's lead, even considering a plan to decrimi- inner circle of tnostly
design for a national memorial dent deserves a
male team after the election.
memorial in the though marijuana remains ille- nalize possession of an ounce or advisers, many
of
whom came
to former president and World nation's capital for
"It's cemented a perception
a record that gal under federal law.
less by anyone 18 or older.
with Obama to the White House. that isn't based in
War II general Dwight D. included expanding
"This is a watershed moment
reality," said
civil rights
A proposal to legalize the
Women fill several top jobs Anita Dunn, the former
Eisenhower is set to be unveiled and Social Securit
White
y. establishing in the decades-long struggle to sale and use of marijuana in in the White House.
Senior House communications director
in Washington. The memorial America's defense
strategy for end failed marijuana prohibition Washington was recently defeat- adviser Valerie Jarrett,
a long- who now serves as an outside
commission will present the the Cold Vv'ar and launch
ing the in this country," said Stephen ed in that state's legislature.
time friend of the president, is adviser for the adminis
design by leading architect interstate highway
tration.
system. The
Frank O. Gehry on Thursday.
Republican president served two
I/
t .1t; AL• Ai 41111,111111
....111•1111111111111.!
The Eisenhower Memorial is terrns from 1953 to
11111eittIMMIPIR 1111.11111111111161.14111111•111111111111111
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the base of Capitol Hill. The
e:n1
Mi.. Della M. Edwards West. 96, Benton
, died Wednesday,
March 24, 2010, at 3:20 a.m. at Britthaven of Benton
. A homemaker, she was a member of Walnut Street Baptist
Church.
Preceding her in death were her first husband,
Elbert Edwards; her second husband, Rev. Richard
West; two sons-in-law, Wayne Green and Bill
Reed; one grandson, Larry Wilford; and two greatg randchildren.
Survivors include four daughters, Mary
Hendrickson and husband, Boone, Garnella
Norwood and husband, Wilburn, Ruth Ann
(Tootsie) Green and Gloria Sue Reed, all of
West
Benton; two sons, Joe Lynn Edwards and wife,
Hazel, and Bobby Lee Edwards and wife. Emma,
all of Benton; one
brother, Earl Kim, Blythe, Calif.; 13 grandchildren; 28 great-g
randchildren; 16 great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of
FilbeckCann & King Funeral Home, Benton. Bro. Joel Frizzel
l will officiate. Burial will follow in the Haymes Cemetery. Visitat
ion will be
after 4 p.m. Friday at the funeral home. Online condolences
may be
sent to www.filbeckcannking.com.

Housing market recovery appears at risk

Paid Obituary

White House women
forming 'girls club'

California voters to make
decision legalizing pot

Plans unveiled for new
Eisenhower memorial

World's forests reported
disappearing rapidly
: ROME (AP) - Ambitious
planting programs in Asia and
the United States have helped
slow the global rate of deforestation but farmers are still cutting
trees to clear land at an alarmingly high rate, a U.N. survey
rIsleased Thursday shows.
Forests absorb and store
greenhouse gases so deforestation can exacerbate mean the
effects of climate change, said
Mette Loyche Wilkie, coordinatbr of the assessment by the
U.N. Food and Agriculture
Organization.
: Eduardo Rojas, assistant
director-general for forestry,
said the study of the last decade
showed the first decrease in
global deforestation since
experts began tracking the phenomenon.
• Planting programs, notably in
China, India and Vietnam,
helped dramatically slow the
rate of forest loss, from 20.3
ntillion acres (8.3 million
hectares) a year in the 1990s, to

12.8 million acres (5.2 million
hectares) per year from 2000 to
2010, said forestry experts presenting the study at the Rome
headquarters of the U.N. agency.
"Brazil and Indonesia, which
had the highest loss of forests in
the 1990s, have significantly
reduced their deforestation
rates," the study found. And the
tree planting programs, including in the United States, added
millions of acres new forests
annually.
But South America overall
lost 9.9 million acres (4 million
hectares) annually over the last
decade, and Africa 8.3 million
acres (3.4 million hectares)
yearly.
Severe drought in Australia
since 2000 has contributed to
forest loss, the report said.
Noting that China's reforestation program is scheduled to end
in 2020, Wilkie said:"We have a
small window of opportunity" to
keep reducing die deforestation
rate in the coming decade.
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ia are Invited to an evening iy
congregationalsinging at the annual
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SPRING SING
at

Williams Chapel Church of Christ
on Friday, March 26, 2010
at 7:00 p.m.
au
IL

Ri:frobriolto will he provided.

.s

Nlilliams Chapel is located 7.5 miies west from
Murray in the Lynn Grove community
at 7793 State Route 94 West
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Bank of America
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Allicrosoft
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Senate moves on
drugs, education

tberry.murrayleds
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AN we wrap up the fiftieth doephedrine
:: legislative day, the Senate con- a
n
d
:: tinues to build on our body ephedrin
e.
of work by passing bills address- Offenders'
:: ing domestic violence, educa- names are
::: tion, drug use and treatment, held in a
•:- and govemment efficiencies.
database
House Bill 1, also known administered
as "Amanda's Bill," aims at by the Ken:.„,z
• better protecting victims of tucky Office
:.:.domestic violence by clearly of
Dnig
laying out the process for judges Control PolWeek in
•:- to order a GPS-enabled ankle icy
that
• monitor.
Review
pharmacists
Passed unanimously from the can
refer- By Sen. Ken
Winters
Senate after much input from ence.
FR-Murray
▪ prosecutors, judges, and vicIt tracks
ktim advocates, the legislation retail sale
;:::::also allows a judge to extend of these prima
ry ingredients in
1.••an emergency protective order methamphet
amine. This will
(EPO) continuously up to 90 not cost the taxpay
er. The man‘a„:Iclays without requiring a vie- ufacturers
of these cold med&tim to return to court in per- icines pay
for the computer
liorw son if the alleged abuser did system throu
gh a multi-state
.02.. not show up in court. Fur- program
administered by the
thermore, the court will be able National Associ
ation of Drug
to refer the victim to the coun- Diversion Invest
igators.
.4ty attorney for potential crimThis is another tool we
:
t.. inal charges and facilitate such can use to
deter the "one-pot"
a meeting.
cookers as well as those in
Messenger-Inquirer
While current domestic vio- danger of returning
to the dead- Owensbor
understanding contemporary
o, Ky.
lence law is mostly a civil end lifestyle
of drug addiction.
society and culture, including
It's easy to see how readiissue and not a criminal one,
Currently, methadone and
ly county jails have come to
the Senate's version of HB 1 other narcotic
The following are editorialsfrom newspapers acros literature, art, music, mores, oratreatment cen- rely on
s tory and public policy."
housing state inmates
now ties the two together to ters can be locate
Kent
ucky offering divergent points of view conce
d just about to balance their
Various translations of the
protect victims even when they anywhere
budge
rnts
in
the
without input from recent
Bible could be used in teachcomments of Bobby ing issues of importance in the Commonwealth.
are pressured. By consulting the local commu
nity. Senate Waits, jailer
ing the course material And.
in Shelby Counwith the county attorney, domes- Bill 200 regula
tes the licen- ty and presid
the proposed legislation proent of the Ken- tucky were rising at a mete- The News-EnterprIse,
tic violence victims will have sure of these centet
s by address- tucky Jailers' Associ
oric rate. It was foolish to Elizabetht
vides that site-based, decisionsomeone who cannot be bul- ing the incons
ation.
own, Ky.
istencies in the
"I'm furious. It's ridiculous!" think that flow of state inmates
it isn t hard to understand making councils would decide
lied into submission by their current regula
tions.
whether the elective course
was what Waits told a CNHI to county jails would, or should, why members of the Kentu
abusers.
cky
The bill clarifies what doc- News
Service reporter when continue forever.
Senate passed Senate Bill 142 would be offered in their
The bill now retums to the umentation is
needed for licen- asked about a
The plan that has Waits up recently
state cost-savHouse for agreement with our sure of
by a vote of 37-1. schools.
a narcotic treatment ings plan
Public high school teachers
that calls for rough- in arms is expected to shave After all, not only is our state
changes. If the two chambers center. establ
ishes a 90-clay peri- ly 2,000 nonvi
olent state $30 million from the state's solidly positioned in the Bible should not be placed into sitcannot agree on either's plan, od for a center
to declare their inmates to be releas
correc
tions costs over the next Belt of Ameri
ed - most
the bill will go to a confer- intent to
ca's heartland, uations where faith and belief
operate in a commu- of which are
now housed in two years through its reduc- Kentucky arguably could be systems are vetted. proposed
ence committee of both cham- nity, and
establishes a proto- county jails for
tion of the inmate population. considered
or promoted.
a fee.
bers' le,gislators to arrive at a col that
its buckle.
includes local governAfter decades of steady
The plan will leave jails and
These instructional responBut
compromise.
as
good
as bringing
ments in the licensure process. the counti
es that fund them growth to a peak of 22,500 God's word back into class- sibilities are best and most
The Senate has historically
Further, SB 200 defines the scrambling
for revenue. Jails inmates in 2008, the state has rooms across the common- appropriately addressed within
shown a strong commitment to relationship
between the treat- have put themselves
been able to reduce that pop- wealth might
in the
education and this was again ment center
sound to some, the home, church and private
and the local hos- business of jockeying
if the Bible Literacy Bill were religion-based school. In our
for these ulation to about 21,000.
demonstrated this week with pitals. jails,
and law enforce- state inmates, and the
Various drug treatment and to be enact
$31.50
the passage of Senate Bill 28. ment agenc
ed into law, its pas- opinion, it is reasonable to
ies before the license per diem rates the state
pretrial programs will have an sage
pays
also could create some believe that the curricula boundSB 28 is landmark legislation is grante
d.
impact on checking that growth real probl
to house them.
ary line can blur between teachems.
designed to help develop a
It also creates transparency
While the county must pay in the future. as will a comIf enacted, the bill - which ing historical content and conskilled workforce education for in the contra
cting of medical for its inmates. the money gen- prehensive assessment of the now has
been sent to the House text and preaching theological
our high school students inter- personnel,
state's criminal code. Decades Education
individuals owning erated by housing state inmat
es
Committee - would content and context.
_ ested in career pathways and or contro
of upping prison sentences and establish
lling the centers. and helps offset that cost and
This bill most likely will
has
a new section of Ken:: match those skills with exist- the financ
creating new crimes have be tucky
ial operations of the ma de it easier for jailer
Revised Statutes Chap- pass into law. And when it
s and
:: ing Kentucky employers.
centers. In one instance, a counties to keep
their correc- en behind Kentucky's sharp ter I 56 requiring the State Board does, school districts, site-based
:This exciting new option methadone clinic
increase in prison and jail pop- of Educa
was opened tions costs down.
tion to develop guide- decision councils and individwill allow area businesses to just up the
ulations.
street from a school.
But
they
shoul
d
have
lines for school districts to ual teachers carefully must conknown
..- get involved with Kentucky With this
As it should. Kentucky is offer
bill, the decision all along that it was a risky
elective social studies sider if and how they move
vocational schools to ensure that about where
beginning to take a hard look courses
to open up a cen- business.
fonvard.
on the Bible.
• upon graduation, these Ken- ter will
be up to the commuIt was easy to build big- at its judicial and corrections
Missteps and mistakes most
The guidelines would
tucky students have the best nity.
ger jails with an eye on fill- system, and that discussion require that course curric
assuredly will lead to costly
chance at filling job openings
ula
needs to be driven by needed center
Also related to helping our ing them with state inmat
on teaching students litigation and diversion from
es
," in skilled workforce fields.
policy changes as much as the "knowledge
business community,Senate Bill when the prison population
and
of Biblical con- improving the core curriculum
The impact of illegal drugs 214 requires Kentu
cky's work- corrections spending in Ken- desire for cost savings.
tent, characters, poetry and nar- our students most desperately
• touches many in our commu- ers'
compensation self-insurratives that are prerequisites to need from public education.
mty. How to prevent it and ance group
, KEMI, to refund
To the Editor:
how to treat it are issues that about $62
million of its $154
The Republican National
sentative Henley demonstrat::: local and state officials constant- millio
n surplus to policyhold- Committee held a Finance Leaded? We should all thank God
ly grapple with.
ers. This surplus is above the ership Meeting in Boca Grande,
for Representatives Brent HousSenate Bill 211 focuses on required
$357 million that the FL, on February 18, 2010
man and Steven Rudy that said
convicted drug offenders by pro- . fund is
required to keep pay- where they gave out a prono
to a tax increase in the
, hibiting all convicted meth ing claims
. In this economy. grain book describing their majority of its membership.
between Democrats and Repub- economic times we are in
offenders from purchasing cold businesses
With
tactics like this, I under- licans is to liken
need whatever help fundraising methods.
it to a bas- presently.
medicine containing precursors they can
get - these funds
Under the heading "Moti- stand why Republicans don't ketball game where the democThey recognize the fact that
in the manufacture of metham- belong to
them and do not vation to Give" are two cate- control the White House, House, rats are the game officials who tax increases are passed
on to
..,. phetamine such as pseu- need
or
Senate
.
to be held back.
gories: 'Major Donors" (10%
consumers and will certainly
have control.
The majority of the Amerof membership) and "Direct
They intend for Tea.m A to result in further loss of jobs.
Marketing" (90% of member- ican people voted NO to fear- win irregardless of the fact that
Opinions expressed on the Forum page
They prefer to send the mesdo ship).
mongering in 2008. and should Team
B has by far the best sage to businesses that we
n o necessarily reflect the editorial opini
reject
on of the
it again in 2010 and athletes who have
Major donors' motivations
worked hard appreciate the jobs you pro. Murray Ledger & Times.
to make themselves the best they duce and understand jobs proinclude "networking opportu- 2012.
We are not a nation of cow- can be and
nities...access...wall of fame...
are determined to duce growth in revenue for
ards and we can defy fear.
ego-driven."
families and government.
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'The Democrats like chang,
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will last. Republicans believe
the rules.
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give
The Democrats want to con- in personal responsibility and
small
amoun
ts
of
mone
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Greg Travis. Editor
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were motivated by "fear. . .
trol every aspect of our lives, smaller and less government
Chris Woodall, Advertising Miry.
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extreme
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ve
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Jill Stephens. Classifieds Mgr.
My sincere hope is that and losers
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toward existing administrathey want. Either will work.
Circulation
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tion...reactionary."
Face it, the way you vote
rt their agenda, or
Rita
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s. Business Mau.
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Greg Stumbo has demonstrat- house reflects what form of govdidn't offer the luxury items ers of the Democratic Party.
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to small donors, just fear.
of power time ernment you believe in. What
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attem
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do you want your children &
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was an illustration of a per- cation to further their political to switch teams to get the
The only interest Democrat
MI-, YOUR PAPER? Let us know as
son
money. I could reword that to officials in Frankfort and Washin o. running stance drawn agenda. what's next?
soon as posaible so we can get one to
It's the same in Washing- mean the same
.41 credit. Call 753-1916.
to resemble a Nazi swaStika.
thing anti say, ington have in working famiton.
they are offering a bribe and lies is how much of their income
which
is
Murray Lrdger & Times ICSPS 308-7001• Murray
a
Fascis
t,
not
a
Social
Ledger & Times is a member of the
The
Democrats agenda is in I am willing to take
N-,ociated Press. Kentucky Preis. Association
ist symbol
they can take to propagate their
and Southern Newspaper,. Publisher.,
it.
ii.oriation. The Associated Press is exclusively entitled
to news originated by Murray
Can you imagine what kind agenda.
Rather than appealing to clear focus with the attempt.41ger & Tunes.
small donors' reason and prin- ed take over and control of of government we would have
Thanks again, Reps. Housciples, the Republican Party is health care. The best way I if everyone demonstrated the man and Rudy.
promoting fear to appeal to the can describe the difference lack of character that RepreVernon R. Anderson,
Murray, Ky
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Superintendent Search Committee
needs parent for selection

e-mail: jo.burkeenPmurrayledger.com

Annioez-..s.C1f.ty

The ( alloway County School NNSiefll
farming the committee to assist ill the process
of filling the position of superintendent. It is
required that one parent or guardian. w hose
child is presently enrolled in the Calloway
County Schools, is on this committee.
Persons interested in bring on this committee should contact Melinda Kennedy at the
Calloway County Board of Education at 7627300 by 9 a.m. Monday. March 29. Ballots
Jo's
will he available
of the Callowa
Datebook schools on V* ednesdatay.each
March 31. from 7:15
By Jo Burkeen A.M. tO 5:30 p.m. for voting.
Each parent Community
guardian can only vote one time, no /natter
Editor
how many children are enrolled.

NARFE will meet Friday

The National Active and Retired Federal Employ
ees will meet
Friday at 11 a.m. at the August Moon Restaurant
for its monthly
= luncheon and review of current works at
Headquarters. President
Hubbard will give updates and ongoing actions
by the state and
national Boards.

Special meeting scheduled

East Calloway Elementary School Decision Making
Council will
have a special called meeting on Friday at 8:15
a.m. in the school
lounge. All interested persons are invited.

2010

Life House lists special need

;(1141

Life House Care Center, located at 602 Poplar St.,
Murray, is in
need of baby wipes and size 4 diapers to assist the
clients. Anyone
having some may leave them at the center which
is open Monday
through Friday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. and closed from
noon to 1 p.m.
for lunch. For information call 753-0700.

contemporary
ilture, including
iusic, mores, orac policy."
islations of the
used in teachmaterial And.
legislation probased. decisionIs would decide
elective course
fered in their

'Books and a Beat!'scheduled

-Books and a Beat!-, a free event, will be Saturd
ay from 1:30 to
!„. 2:30 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library
. This is a musical
story time and instrument petting zoo with Laynie
Mitchell and
ri• Murray State University music students. This free event is being
sponsored by MSU's College of Humanities and Fine
Arts and the
. office of Regional Stewardship and Outreach.

Kids' Day planned Saturday

school teachers
placed into sitfaith and belief
etted, proposed

Kids' Day will be Saturday from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at New Life
Christian Bookstore,corner of 5th and Main Streets
, Murray. This is
for children, 12 and under. Included will be games,
activities and
fun.

Kenlake Foods plans rebate night

ictional responbest and most
tldressed within
rch and private
school. in our
reasonable to
curricula boundr between teachontent and conling theological
ntext.
ost likely will
And when it
tricts, site-based
Is and individ!fully must conow they move

Kenlake Foods Relay for Life Team will have a rebate
night at
August Moon on 'Thursday. Anyone interested will
be able to pick
up rebate certificates at the restaurant the night of the
event and at
the check outs at the Kroger Store.

Shrine Bingo planned Friday

Murray Shrine Club Bingo will he Friday at 6:30 p.m.
at the club
building on Ky. 121 Nonh. Murray. The public is
invited.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet

Reformers' Unanimous, a faith-based addictions
program, will
meet every Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more
information or for
a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

Red Cross Blood Drive today

The Calloway County Chapter of the American
Red Cross will
have a blood drive today (Thursday) until 4
p.m. at St. John's
Episcopal Church, 1621 W Main St.. Murray,
according to Larry
Doyle, blood drives chairman

1 mistakes most
lead to costly
iiversion from
'ore curriculum
ost desperately
ic education.

American Legion Post will meet

American Legion Post #73 will meet tonight (Thurs
day) at 7 p.m.
at the Legion Veterans'Hall, 310 Bee Creek Dr.
'The agenda will
focus on Armed Forces Day breakfast. Memonal
Day program,
spring projects and bricks for the Memorial Garden.
All veterans are
welcome to attend. For information call Post Comma
nder Amos
McCarty at 293-1320.
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Red Cross plans Spring Swim

The Calloway County Chapter of the Amencan Red
Cross is currently registering for Spnng Swim. For more inform
ation or to register, call 753-1421 or e-mail hbosse@callowaycoredcros
s.org.

Compassionate Friends will meet

Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet Thursd
ay at 7:30
p.m. in the private dining room of Murray-Callo
way County
Hospital. For more information contact Chaplain
Kerry Lambert
762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 498-8324.

Dr. and Mrs. Denham in 1960

E-Learmng courses are available to the public

In cooperation with Microsoft, Ize their skills
to keep up with
the Commonwealth of Kentucky the changes world
of work.
will offer E-Learning courses at
Elevate America vouchers are
no cost to the public.
being distributed through the
The need to increase skills is Education
and
Workforce
essential in the current economy. Development
Cabinet, through
Those individuals out of work, Apnl 27, 2010.
To receive a
can use this time to increase voucher, you must
be a current
their skills. Workers must con- resident of Kentuc
ky. To apply
tinuously improve and modern- for a voucher
visit https://lcyele-

5K run/walk benefitting
WATCH scheduled
Murray State University National Student Speech
-Language
Hearing Association will host its Second Annual 5k run/wa
lk benefitting the WATCH Center of Murray..
The event will take place on Saturday, Apnl 10. with
the race
beginning at 9:30 a.m. at Ordway Hall on the comer of North
14th
Street and Olive Boulevard on the MSU campus.
Those who register by April 2 can participate for $10 withou
t a tshirt or $20 with a t-shirt. The registration form can
be found at
http://mick.murraystate.edu/carousellwaiver.doc.
If people choose, they may register the day of the race for
a $5
increase.
Any questions or concerns can be directed to Jessica Beaty
at 618972-1428 or Tiffany Szabo at 731-336-2133.

Genealogy Society hears
Burgess speak at meeting

Yearbook sales started

The 2010 Murray High yearbook sales has started. Orders
will be
taken in the cafeteria before school starts at 7:45 a.m.
until the start
of school and will also be taken during all lunch periods
. Yearbooks
are $45 each and can be paid by cash or check. All checks
should be
payable to Murray High yearbook. Any student wishin
g to purchase
a yearbook must preorder one. No extras will be ordered
. Yearbooks
will be delivered.

•o;

Auditions and interviews scheduled
Friday and Saturday at MSU center

Governor's School for the
Arts 2010 of Murray State
University will host prospective
student auditions on Friday and
Saturday at the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray.
This will be from 7 to 9 p.m.
on Friday and 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
on Saturday.
Auditions and interviews for
the 2010 Kentucky Center
Governor's School for the Arts
programs are in architecturc,
creative wriung, dance, drama.
instrumental music. musical theatre. new media, visual art and
vocal music.
'The
Kentucky
Center
Govemor's School for the Arts
reaches many culturally and
socially underserved young people. and gathers students from

cities to suburbs. fanns and coal
fields - covering every comer of
the Commonwealth. Since its
inception in 1987, the program
has served over 4,000 students
from all 120 counties. The three
week program, taking place this
year June 20 - July 10 at
Transylvania University in
Lexington, provides intensive
college-level training and
instruction in nine arts disciplines: architecture. creative
writing. dance, drama, instrumental music, musical theatre.
new media, visual art and vocal
music.
For more information, contact
Heather Weston Bell at 502643-0142 (cell) hbell@kentuckycenter.org or www.kentuckygsa.org

Dr. and Mrs. Denham in 2010

Dr. and Mrs. Herbert C. Denham of Branno
n were married March 27, 1960, by
Mrs. Denham worked in her husband's
Murray will celebrate their 50th wedding Rev.
LaRoyce Brown, brother-in-law of the office for 30 years.
She is the daughter of the
anniversary with a reception from 2 to 5
bride, at the Highland C.P. Church in Lone late Palmer and Evelyn Branno
n of Lone
p.m. on Saturday, March 27, at Scotts Grove
Oak.
Oak.
Baptist Church, Murray.
Their attendants were Naretta Glisson
They are the parents of three sons, John,
All relatives and friends are invited to and
Dolphus Denham. brother of the groom. Mark and David Denham. Their eight
attend. The couple requests that guests not
Dr. Denham practiced optometry for 51 grandchildren are Christopher, Julie. Jared,
bring gifts.
Amy. Sarah, Daniel, Emily and Kaitlyn.
years. He is the son of the late Malcolm and
Their two great-grandchildren are Kiera and
Dr. Denham and the former Shirley 011is
Denham of Hazel.
Jordan.

Shirley Burgess

Shirley. Burgess was the
speaker at the March meeting of
the
Calloway
County
Genealogy Society held at the
Calloway
County
Public
Library.
She
discussed
"Courthouse Research."
The next meeting of the society will be Friday. April 2 at I
p.m. at the Calloway County
Public Library Annex.
Guest speaker will be Dr.
Durwood Beatty whose topic
will be "Tracing Ancestry to
Lineage Society." All persons
interested in their family her
itage are invited to attend.

Local student inducted by Phi Theta
PADUCAH, Ky.
Knsuna
LeeAnn Dick was inducted into
the Iota Eta Chapter of Phi
Theta Kappa at West Kentucky
Community
and Technical
College.
Dick. majoring in accounting,
is the daughter of Marty Dick
and Tressia Rhodes of Murray .
Students must rank in the top
20 percent of the class to be
invited to membership in Phi
Theta Kappa and must maintain
high academic standing during
their enrollment in the two-year
college.
Established in 1918 by two-

year college presidents, Phi
Theta Kappa is the oldest and
most prestigious honor society
serving two-year colleges
around the world.

ATTENTION:
Anyone needing personal care oi
assistance with a losed one and
feeling overwhelmed. We invite
you to call Karen or Tamra at
Oa,

len)

are-

of Murray

LLC

753-7109
and let us help you with txah
care and the financial assistance

vatearnerica.ky.gos.
Persons need a computer with
internet connection, Office
2007, and a personal e-mail
address: but don't need a voucher to access Basic Learning and
Window and Office 2007
Basics.
For more information call or
stop by your local One Stop

Career Services Center located
at 208 South 5th St.. Murray. Of
phone 761-3905; or Tammy
Nesler, employment facilitator,
Recovery
Act,
Pennyrile/Purchase Workforce
Area, 319 S. 7th St., Mayfield,
phone 247-3857 ext.22e. or cell
270-705-4150,
or
e-mail
tarmny.nesler@ky.gov.

7/31r71 Tignnouncerneni

Brannigan Elizabeth McReynolds
Jeri McReynolds of Murray and Michael Perkins of
Murray are
the parents of a daughter, Brannigan Elizabeth McReyn
olds, born
on Thursday, Feb. 25. 2010, at 1:44 p.m. at the Murray
-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed 8 pounds 5 ounces and was 21 1/4
inches
long.
Gra.ndparents are Darren and Jennifer Eidson, Tim and
Mandy
McReynolds. and Robin Perkins, all of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Daryl and Phyllis Hill and
Dan arid
Sharon Jones, all of Murray. Jerry and Kim MzReyn
olds of Ohio,
Charles and June Eidson of Cadiz and Nelson and
Marlene
Waldrop, all of Murray.
A great-great-grandmother is Jean Bird of Murray.

You're Invded to
Westside Bapti,:it Church:,

Holy
Treasure Hunt
Sat., March 27th
1 p.m. - 3 p.m.
For

Ages Birth - 6th Gracie

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
207 Robertson Rd., South
Murray, Kentucky
753-8240

Come havefun
with crafts, snacks,
games and an
egg hunt.
raiiThcf'S,
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State bill cracking down on meth production advanc
es
By BRUCE SCHREINER
doephednne
anhydrous ammonia
is 9 grams during that period.
Associated Press Wnter
Under the bill, people convictAn existing electronic trackFRANKFORT, Ky.. ( AP) — ed
Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg, said
of drug possession and traf- ing system
would prevent the bill stands a "good likeliKentucky's latest offensive
ficking offenses would be access to
those medicines. hood** of passing the HoUSC. The
against rnethamphetamine problocked from purchasing those Offenders
who need those med- measure has already' ckared the
ducers made more headway in
icines for health reasons could Senate.
the state General Assembly on medicines.
The prohibition would last for still acquire
Wednesday: a bill that seeks to
them through a preBut Stumbo. a former
make it harder for them to five years and could be triggered scription.
Kentuc
ky attorney general, said
by the person's date of incarcerobtain an essential ingredient.
bill would limit a person's the bill wouldn't solve the probThe Senate bill won quick ation, parole or probation. The purchase of medicine containing
lem of meth. which has proliferApproval from the House same restrictions would apply to ephedrine or pseudo
ephedrine ated in Kentucky. Stumbo said
people
.Judiciary
convic
ted
Committee.
of
stealing to no more than 7 1/2 grams the biggest
Its
source of meth is a
prospects in the full House other meth ingredients such as ever 10
days. The current limit distribution network that ships
looked good. with House
:Speaker Greg Stumbo calling it
a "worthy" proposal.
. The legislation would block
drug offenders from purchasing
-popular cold medicines that
contain ingredients used to
make meth.
Meth producers try to overPrices valid 3/25/10 - 3/29/10 unles other
,come current state controls on
s
wise noted.
,access to the key ingredient by
paying others to purchase the
.c,old medicines, such as
Sudafed, Claritin-D and Aleve
Rated a
.cold & Sinus, that contain pseubest buy

ihe diug
keutuLky uom
Me bill is an outgrowth of an
Mexico.
anti-meth law enacted five years
The measure cleared the ago in Kentucky that limited the
Judiciary Committee with just availability of medicines conone dissenting vote.
taining ephedrine or pseuThat lawmaker, Rep. Steven doephedrine.
Rudy, objected to lowering the
The earlier effort required
amount of those medicines that people to show a photo identifian individual can purchase cation and sign a log at the store
every 30 days. He said he was when they buy such cold mediconcerned for people who use cines. It also required that such
the medicines for the "right rea- medicines be placed behind
a
sons."'
counter or in a case.
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)
'The House is considering barling guns from the floor and

ASK FOR

., Brian
WiI kerson,
spokesman for the House
Speaker Greg Stumbo, said
lawmakers discussed the issue
privately on Wednesday, two
,days after an unidentified man
wore a holstered gun into the
• Chamber.
. Wilkerson said lawmakers
could vote as early as Thursday
.on a House rule that would
require visitors to ;:tieck their
guns in the speaker's office.
State Reps. Jim Wayne and
Mary Lou Marzian, both
Democrats from Louisville,
had asked House leaders egliesr
this week to ban guns. On
Wednesday, House Minority
Leader Jeff Hoover issued a
statement saying the GOP cau,cus was unanimously opposed
.to a restriction.
Sgt. Brian Evans, head of
Capitol security, confirmed
JTuesday that a gun-rights advo:gate openly wore a handgun
into the Capitol twice in the
past three weeks. Because the
state has no prohibition against
...doing so, Evans said security
.didn't stop the man.

I
0OFF
YOUR FIRST PURCHASE*
GIFT CARD
VIA MAIL-IN REBATE

When you open and use a new Lowe's Busin
ess
Credit Account. Some exclusions apply. Offer
valid
3/25/10 - 3/29/10. See store associate for
application and required coupon.
See below for details

for every $499 purchase of
in-stock Owens Corning Oakndge
30-yeer Shingles Offer valid 3/25/10
3/29/10 See store for details

OWERIS
CORNING

4;30-

TIR.c.111401
SPECIAILVAL111111

mow98
$7

Reading scores for
Kentucky students rise

7/16'' x 4' x 8'
OSB Sheathing

Sakrete

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Education
officials
say
,Kentucky is the only state that
ieported increases in both
fourth- and eighth-grade read.ing scores in a series of nation.al achievement tests last year.
.„ The Kentucky Department
.of Education on Wednesday
released the state .:sults from
the 2009 National Assessnaent
of Educational Progress.
Nationwide, reading scores
Ifor fourth- and eighth-grade
students held mostly steady.
In Kentucky, on a scale from
0 to 500, fourth-graders scored
226, up from 222 in 2007.
Eighth-graders scored 267, up
from 262. Both scores are higher than the national average of
220 and 262, respectively.
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Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray Calloway
County Parks Department
board of directors is scheduled to meet in special sesSion at 6 p.m. on Monday,
March 29, in the conference
room at the M-CC Chamber
of Commerce on North 12th
Street. On the agenda for
the meeting is a vote concerning allowing dogs on
,park fields, a new toumament proposal and court'house playground surplus
arrangements as well as a
committee report.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.
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Hoyer decries talk of reprisals against

WASHINGTON IAP) —
House Majority Leader Steny
Hoyer voiced concern Thursday
over warnings of violent
reprisals against members of
Congress who voted for landmark health care legislation.
saying the threats are being
taken "very seriously."
"The bottom line is, we need
to be very careful in public life
that our rhetoric doesn't incite to
violent acts," the Maryland
Democrat said on a network

morning ['CVO,

show. He said
dealing with difficult issues in a
civil and peaceful mariner is "at
the core of our democracy."
The FBI is working with lawmakers subjected to menacing
obscenity-laced phone messages. In some instances, bricks
were hurled through congressional offices, including Rep.
Louise Slaughter's district headquarters in Niagara Falls. N.Y.
At least four Democratic
offices in New York, Arirona

and 1•Cankak were struck and at

least 10 members of Congress
have reported some sort of
threats, congressional leaders
have said. No arrests had been
made as of late Wednesday. but
the FBI is still investigating.
Hoyer had said Wednesday
that lawmakers who felt at risk
were to get attention "from the
proper authorities." He declined
to say whether any were receiving extra security. Normally
only those in leadership posi-

tions have personal security
guards.
Slaughter, a Democrat, is
chairwoman of an influential
House committee. She said
someone had left her a voice
mail that used the word
"snipers."
Rep. Barney Frank, D-Mass.,
said "it's an effort to kind of
hijack the debate by coercive
elements. I'm
glad
the
Republican leadership colleagues denounce it. But they
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lawmakers

were very late to do that."
Hoyer on Thursday did not
single out any member of
Congress or political party as
having made statements that
could encourage such acts. But
he did say he thought some of
the rhetoric "has been far
beyond legitimate debate."
"In our democracy," he said,
"we resolve things, not through
violence, not at the point of a
gun. If we don't do that, we will
devolve into a society that we're
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A fax
with the title
"Defecating on Stupak" carrii'd
a picture of a gallows with "Bit
(SS) Stupak" on it and a mote
attached. It was captioned, "All
Baby Killers come to unseemly
ends Either by the hand of man
or by the hand of God."
The vandalism and threats sutprised a researcher at a think
tank that monitors extremist
groups.
think it is astounding that
we are seeing this wave of vigilantism." said Mark Potok of dre
A iabama-based
Southern
Poverty Law Center
Hoyer said earlier that people
have yelled that Democratic
lawmakers should be put on firing lines and posters have
appeared with the faces of lawmakers in the cross hairs of a
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CCHS Speech Team
enjoys recent success
Special to the Ledger
The Calloway' County High
School Speech Team enjoyed
great success over the weekend
at the National Forensic League
District Tournament. Karson
Crass is the 2010 District
Champion for the state of
Kentucky
in
Dramatic
Interpretation.
Crass was given a first plaee
rating by every judge from
Friday through Saturday at the
tournament. Austin Ramsey is
the 2010 District Champion in
Humorous Interpretation. Both
students advance to the NFL
National Speech Tournament to
be held this June in Kansas
City, Missouri.
Freshman Nick Betts was .a
finalist in the House Chamber
of the Student CongresS.
Freshmen Kennedy Garriso'n
and Sullivan McCallon were
also recognized by judges and
advanced into the quarterfinal
round of competition

11104011

Colors vary by market

t<

not going to like...
"It is unacceptable in
America," said Sen. John
McCain.
The
Arizona
Republican said angry citizens
should channel their rage into
voter registration for the next
election and efforts to repeal the
health ca..-e law.
House Republican leader Joist
Boehner of Ohio said in a statement
that
while
many
Americans are angry over the
bill's passage, "violence add
threats are unacceptable."
Some of the anger spilled over
in a flood of threat-filled phorie
and fax messages to the office of
Rep. Bart Stupak, D-Mich.
Stupak vowed to oppose ttie
health care package unless given
greater assurance that it would
not allow federal funding df
elective abortions. He voted in
favor after the administration
agreed.
Stupak's office released some
of the messages, declining further comment.
"I hope you bleed ... (get)caacer and die," one male calltr
told the congressman between

Senate panel
OKs retired
teachers'
benefrts bill
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
A Kentucky Senate committee
has advanced a bill aimed at
protecting health care benefits
for retired teachers.
Under the proposal, active
teachers would contribute more
of their pay to shore up the sygtem. Retired teachers under age
65 who currently pay nothing
for basic health coverage would
begin contributing. School districts would start picking up a
share of retired teachers' health
coverage.
The measure cleared the
Senate State and Locql
Government Committee op
Wednesday.
The cost of retired teachers'
health care has risen sharply in
recent years. The state has redirected about $562 million since
2004 from the teachers' pension fund to help cover health
costs.
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Tim Hawkins coming to Paducah in June

Special to the Ledger
Tim Hawkins, Christian
comedian, is coming to Paducah
at the Carson Center June 18 at

7:30 pm.
Hawkins has been selling out
every venue he is working this
year. There are 10.0(X) unique

Hawkins
The Demeing White Stallions, Preseot
Tribute to
inc
.
lisdirec the •Iii;••1. Alhore the Ififrome.V.
.

THE"(:
:

al/W114

LIPIZZANER'STALLIQNS
DANCING WITH'HORSES
.

1111
1":

40di

ANNIVERSARY TouR!

MSU EXPO CENTER
THURSDAY APRIL 15 • 7:30pm
7iekets sit MR'Expo Center. Tickets...v..
and 800482-8158.
Group dueonnts at 877-547-4926.
Info at 2711-8119-3125, rnurrostate.ede. and
hassane,eor...
.'WSP INC. • PROD“ ER GAAV LASHINSILV

visitors daily to his website and
his video views on Youtube are
in the millions.
Here is some of what people
are saying about Tim Hawkins:
"Everyone laughed so hard it
hurt," said Brad Aylor, Second
Baptist Houston / West Campus.
"This was the best way to start
off the new year! Tim and his
team were extremely easy to
work with and very helpful in
carrying out our vision for the
event."
"Tim came in and rocked two
shows," said Michael Moore,
Mount Pleasant Baptist Church
in Colonial Heights. Va. "He
gave his all for 1300-plus people, and they left with their jaws
hurting. It is one of the few
events where all age groups can
enjoy cutting edge but clean
comedy."
Hawkins has indeed become
one of the most in-demand clean
comics in the country. His arsenal is unique: High energy
stand-up. physical comedy, slick
guitar skills, a thousand faces

and voices and improvisational
chops. It all combines to create
an insane comedy experience.
And yes. the guy can really sing.
"People think I live a rockstar life," said Hawkins.
"Believe me, Mick Jagger never
gets lost in a Hertz parking lot
looking for his Ford Focus."
Hawkins is a busy comic and
getting busier. He is already on
track for 120 events in 30 states
2010 including churches, corporations, comedy clubs, and colleges.
"I learned comedy in front of
a lot of multi-generational audiences, so I had to find clean
material that would cater to all
ages." he said. "It's a thrill to
provide a family connection
where they can share the experience and then take a DVD home
for another family comedy
night."
For tickets, visit www.thecarsoncenterorg. For group rates,
call Barbie Campbell at the
Kentucky Opry at (270) 5273869.

Chuck Sweetman

Sweetman to
Paducah Symphony appear as last
Orchestra is on tour author for MSU
Reading Series

MADISONVILLE. Ky. - The
Paducah Symphony is going on
tour. The PSO will perform
"Pictures at an Exhibition**
under the direction of Conductor
Jordan Tang. at the Glema Mahr
Center for the Arts in
Madisonville on Saturday,
March 27 at 8 p.m. "Pictures at
an Exhibition" will feature violinist Dr. Sue-Jean Park performing Chen & He's "Butterfly
Lovers Concerto." Beethoven's
"Egmont Overture" and Maestro
Tang's
orchestration
of
Mussorgsky's "Pictures an
Exhibition." The program is
designed as a collaborative
extension of the 2009-2010
Exhibitions season showcasing

the connections between the
visual arts and musical performance as the Glema Mahr Center
celebrates the 33rd annual
Southern Water Color Society speciai co the Ledger
The Murray State L niversity English and Philos
Exhibition.
ophy department
This program is sponsored in announces its final reader for the 2009-2010 Reading Series. The
part by funding from the reading will be Thursday, April 1, at 7:30 p.m. at the Clara Eagle Art
Kentucky Arts Council, the gallery on campus. There is a public reception following at the
Southern Arts Federation, the Faculty Club.
Chuck Sweetman currently directs undergraduat
National Endowment for the
e writing courses
Arts. and the Anne P. Baker for the English department of Washington University, where he
Endowment for Sustained received a Ph.D. in American Literature and wrote his dissertation
Excellence in the Arts. The on F. Scott Fitzgerald. He also received an M.A. in fiction writing
Kentucky Arts Council, a state from the University of South Alabama. Prior to this, he had worked
agency in the Commerce five years as a CPA after graduating from Creighton University with
Cabinet, provides operational a bachelor's in business adtninistration. His first book, Enterprise,
support for the Paducah Inc.. a collection of poetic narratives set in a fictional corporation,
Symphony Orchestra with state comes out of both career experiences. He lives in St. Louis with his
tax dollars and federal funding wife and daughter.
from the National Endowment
for the Arts, which believes that
a great nation deserves great art.
• Jennifer Fox and the www.maidenalleycin
For tickets to the concert,
ema.org.
please call the Glema Mahr Pillowfighters will perforrn at the
Big
Apple
Cafe
tonight
• Paducah's Carson Center
Center for the Arts at(270)821.(Thursday). Music starts at 9 presents
2787. For additional inforrnation
"Nickelodeon's
p.m. There is a cover charge Storytime Live!"
at 7 p.m. Friday
about Paducah Symphony pro- and weeke
nd shops are limited and at 10 a.m., 1 p.m.
and 4 p.m.
grams,
please
call
the to ages 21 and older.
Saturday. For tickets, call (270)
Symphony Office at (270) 444450-4444 or visit www.thecar°065, e-mail admin@paducah• For the second week, Maiden soncenter.org.
symphony.org, or visit the office Alley Cinema in downtown
presents "Crazy
in person at 2101 BrOadway in Paducah
• Draffenville's Kentucky Opry
Heart," Friday through Sunday. presents the
Paducah.
"You Can Be a
For details and show times, visit Star" talent
search at 7:30 p.m.
each Saturday through April 3
For tickets, call (270) 527-3869
or 1-888-459-8704.

Arts in the Region
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Live Band Saturday Nights 9 p.m. till Close
This Week: Lock & Load

• There will be a faculty recital
featuring mezzo soprano Tana
Field-Bartholomew and pianist
Chnstina D'Ambrosio at 6 p.m.
Tuesday at the Performing Arts
Hall in Murray State University's
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
• The student-run Tinseltown
Tuesday series will show the
Cecil B. DeMille's 1956 classic.
"The Ten Commandments" at 7
p.m. Tuesday in the Curris
Center Theater.
• The PAPA (Paducah Area
Painters Alliance) gallery has a
new show that runs through April
27 at 124 Broadway St. in
Paducah. All work is original by
local area artists and many ot
the pieces are for sale.
• Murray State University's
Cinema International series
presents "Up the Yangtzee" at
7:30 p.m. April 1, 2 and 3 in the
Curris Center Theater.
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• There will be a percussion
ensemble concert at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, AprIl 1 in MSU's
Lovett Auditorium.

FUti

• There will be a faculty recital
with violinist Sue-Jean Park at 2
p.m. Saturday, April 3, in MSU's
Performing Arts Hall.

CALI
S1

•There will be a jazz concert at
7:30 p.m. Tuesday, April 6, at
MSU's Lovett Auditorium.
To add an event to the arts calendar. contact Hawkins Teague
at 753-1916 or hteague@murrayledgercom.
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PREP SOFTBALL PREVIEW 2010: CA
LLOWAY COUNTY
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PREP FOOTBALL
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By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
After he didn't qualify to play college foot
:
ball at Louisville, Tyrrell Willis began
looking for a new beginning.
The former Calloway County stand
ou3.*
found it at Coffeyville Corrununity Colle
ge
Coffeyville, Kan., a school with a reputat
ioti"...;
for getting junior college athletes into
bin:::
time Division I programs.
•Willis signed with Coffeyville on Tuesd .•.
ar,:r
buying himself another chance to play
his
way onto the roster of a BCS confe
rence:,
school.
"It's another opportunity for me to
football and go Division I," said
Willis4
Calloway's all-time leading rusher with 4,135
11.
career yards. "It's a chance for me to get bacic
on the field this June and get my grade
s up."
Willis verbally committed to play
for
Louisville in October but didn't meet
the
school's enrollment requirements, he said.
Calloway County coach Troy Webb
But the disappointment didn't hamper
gets his team prepared for action
TOMMY DILLARD / fde rhute
his
in the First Region tournament last
lust one senior from a squad that
drive to continue his football career.
season. The Lady Lakers lost
advanced to the region semifinals
last season.
"I basically told myself, the next place
that
offers, I'm going to take it," he said.
While he did table several other offers
,
Willis jumped at the chance to play
for
Coffeyville, which has tumed out such
high:
,
profile athletes as New York Giants runni
ng
back Brandon Jacobs.
Its eight-hour distance from Murray was
also a factor for Willis, who says he is looki
ng
for a fresh start far from home.
According to Calloway coach Josh
McKeel, Coffeyville chief Darian Dulin
was
Ely 'TOMMY DILLARD
very interested in Willis and came to Murra
2010
PRIV
SOFTS
.AJLL
y
Sports Writer
in order to be present as he signed
on
Losing just one senior off a squad
Calloway County
Tuesday.
that advanced to the First Region
Coach: Troy Webb
Willis will play for the Red Ravens for two
Last year7 19.15-1 lath DiStrk.
...
semifinals would usually be a recipe
.t champrOnS,
years, after which he would be eligib
1st Regson semMnalsst)
le to :4
for championship prognostications.
Who's gone: Toree Rogers (38 SS)
transfer to a four-year college program
if he
But Calloway County isn't hearing
Who's back: Undsey Rucker (P. 1B)..la
clue
meets acadetnic requirements.
Metcalf (OF), Whrtney Gardner iP.
any of that.
OF). Neely
"(Coffeyville) is right in the middle of a lot
GaHsmore (1B, OF). Ashton Futrell
(P). Brittany
In fact, the Lady Lakers aren't
Rcynulds (P. 18). Kartee Wilson (INF.
of Division 1 schools, so hopefully I can
C)
go
Montana Rowland (OF), Bnttany Fox (OF),
even picked to finish in the top four in
there, perforrn and come out with a
Alyssa Cunningham (1B), Taylor Futrell
big •
the First Region this season.
ONF
Division I scholarship," said Willis.
OF), Taylor Armstrong (OF). Knstin
Boggess
That's because none of the other (C, INF). Kalee wieiam
s (OF). Lauren Benson
"... I'm hard-headed, and if I had listen
ed
top teams lost much talent to gradua- (INF), Tonya Parker (C. OF)
when I was a freshman and sophomore,
Who's new: Enn Burton (INF, OF)
I'd
tion, either.
still be going to Louisville. But everybody'
s
LADY LAKERS'SCHEDULE
It's a tough time to play softball in
not perfect, and there's nothing wrong
24: ST MARY 25- al Heath 26•
vs Hancock
with
the First Region, where the youth that CoMarch
' 27 .s Central Hardin' vs Buten
taking the JUCO route."
Central'. 29LONE OAK
was once so promising at places such
TOMMY D1LLARD /
Willis' pnmary position at Coffeyville
Arril
photo
at Hockman Co , 13• GRAVES CO
will
Seni
15:
or
pitch
as Reidland, Heath, Marshall County
er
Asht
on Futrell goes through her wind-up in
MARSHALL CO 11517: al Tom Cortan
be running back, and according to McKe
Inwtabonal at
game
a
Waverty Tenn . 19: at Lone Oak
e!,
and Calloway is now growing up.
last season. Futrell will team up
20. at lAorray. 22:
Dulin
with fellow senior Whitney
spoke of the high number of offensive
BALLAR
AL, 23: vs Fnendshp Chnshan
Only problem is, they're all grow- Tenn • vsD MEMORI
Gardner to forrn Calloway's two-head
Greenwood^ 247 vs Sheen/ Co
linemen the Red Ravens return this fall.
' 215 at
ed pitching monster once
Graves Co 27: REIDLAND 29: at Marstell
ing up together.
Co
again. On Wednesday. the pair combined
Coffeyville also runs its offense out of
May
, 5 at ClInstian Co 11: at
to hold St. Mary to one
a
"Nobody lost anything," said sec- Rel.:Rand4:13:MURRAY
HIC,KAAAN CO , 14-15 a,
run in an 8-1 opening day victory.
spread formation, another perfect
. Ram Catcher
fit for
Inwtanonal at Hopkres Co Central, 17:
ond-year I.ady Laker chief Troy
al St Mary 16:
Willis
,
who set Calloway's single-season
had nine or ten kids going to Bowling to put
runs on the board, they have the
Webb. "We kind of get overlooked, a! Ballard Mernonal 20: HEATH
rushing record with 1.703 yards out of
Green for hitting clinics. We have pitchi
HOME GAMES IN ALL CAPS
the
but that's good for us. We like to fly
ng to put them in the title race.
spread as a junior.
changed our approach, and hopefully
nrnes 5 30 p m unless °therms.) listed
Senior Whitney Gardner carried a
under the raciar."
' TSOA Tournament at Meade
Willis
Co
we'll
has
been
be
worki
stronger and smarter at the 27-inning scorel
ng his way back into
— Greenwood Border Berne
Calloway will have the chance to
ess streak into the
shape and has knocked his weight down
plate."
to
season after mowing down batters
do plenty of that this season as the which Webb
240 from upwards of 260.
attributes in part to the
If the rest of the Lady Lakers fol- during distri
First Region is home to thre-e squads strong sched
ct and regional toumaHe is also competing on the track anti field
ule his team plays.
low the lead of right fielder Brittany ment
starts last year.
ranked in the state's preseason top 25.
team, where he will defend his state titles
The news didn't get any better Fox, they should be just fine.
in
As has been the case for the past
Reidland gamere.i a No. 12 rank- when top
the shot put and discus.
hitter Alyssa Cunningham
Fox was Calloway's top hitter last two seasons,
ing in the KSCA poll, while Heath came down
senior
Ashto
n
Futrel
l
In a perfect world, Willis wants to transfer
with mononucleosis in season with an average that hovered will share
came in at No. 15 and Marshall Febniary.
the No. I slot with Gardner.
to Tennessee in two years. But in the meanShe won't practice until around .330. But the rising senior hasThe veteran pair should receive
County pulled rank at No. 24. Ballard mid-A
time, he'll relish the opportunity to once again
pnl and isn't likely to play in n't been resting on her laurels when it
most of Calloway's district starts, but
Memorial received 13 votes in the games
step on a football field.
until May.
comes to hitting.
Webb
said
poll.
he
is determined to provide
,
But Webb hopes an increased
"With his outstanding talent, there's no
"I focused a lot on my hitting dur- innings for
his two younger hurlers —
'The culprit keeping Calloway off emphasis on
reason why he shouldn•t be able to continue
strength training and the ing the offseason," she said. junior Linds
at
that list is likely its shaky offensive technical
ey Rucker and sophothe next level," McKeel says. "Not only
aspects of hitting during the "Sometimes when someone has a more
is
Brittany Reynolds.
production.
offseason will help hitters lend some really good year, they don't
this
an
oppor
tunit
y for him to pvsue the
worry
Futrell, Gardner and Fox are the
The Lady Lakers scored just 3.5 run support to
future
,
Coffe
a veteran pitching staff. about it anymore, but 1 really want to only three
yville is one of the top junior colruns per contest in 2009 and were the
seniors on a team that
lege programs in the country, so to do it there
"When you're seeing (Reidland's) keep it up."
seems eternally young. Calloway
least productive offense among First Cassee
is a huge opportunity."
Layne
Webb names catcher Kristin debuted
and
(Ballard
its current crop of players
Region squads to finish with a win- Memorial's
) Kelleigh Jones twice a Boggess and left fielder Jackie mostl
y
as
ning record.
fresh
men and eighthyear, you're not going to get a lot of Metcalf as strong hitters who seem
to graders and it has led to a squad that is
It was the second straight season hits," said Webb
. "But we've worked have regained their swings after strug- experience
d far beyond its years.
Calloway has struggled to hit the ball, really hard
in the weight room and gling during the 2009 season.
"These kids have enough varsity
If the L,ady Lakers can find a way
See CCHS, 10A

Locked and fre)loaded

LADY LAMS RETURN EXPERIENCED
LINEUP, BUT SO DOES REST OF FIRST REGION

PREP SOFTBALL

Futrell, Gardner combine to lift Lady Lakers
CALLOWAY DEFEATS
ST. IVIARY, 8-1

Staff Repoit
Ashton Futrell and Whitney Gardner combined
on a four-hitter as Calloway County opened the
2010 sea.son with an 8-1 victory over St. Mary at
Lady Laker Field Wednesday.
Lauren Benson paced Calloway at the plate,
going 2-for-4 and driving in three runs.
Karlee Wilson also went 2-for-4 with an RBI

and three runs scored. Taylor Futrel drove
l
in two
runs with her only hit of the day in the
sixth inning
to give the Lady Ulcers some breathing
room.
Calloway scored two runs in the first innin
g and
added another in the third. St. Mary sliced
the lead
to two by plating its only run of the afterr
icxin in the
top of the sixth.
But, sparked by Taylor Futrell's two-RBI
single,
the Lady Lakers answered with five runs
in the bottom half of the inning.
Ashton Futrell got the starting nod and allow
ed
just one hit and no runs over four innin
gs. She
picked up the win. improving to 1-0 on the
season,

and struck out three Lady Vikings
She tumed the game over to Gardner for
the
final three frames. The senior. who came in
riding
a 27-inning scoreless streak dating back to last
season, surrendered an unearned run while striki
ng out
two.
As a tearn, Calloway hammered out eight
hits
and conunitted two errors. St. Mary was respon
sible for three errors.
The Lady Lakers improve to 1-0 on the seaso
n
while St. Mary falls to 0-2.
Calloway retums to action today at Heath. First
pitch is set for 5:30 p.m., weather pending.

TOMMY DILLARD Ledger E.
Timei!";,,:.
Tyrrell Willis carries the ball
in opert
..
?.d
field in a game during the 2009
son The Calloway County runni
ngf„I,
back and defensive standout signed
to:S:1
play at Coffeyville (Kan.) Comm
unity%
College on Tuesday.
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WKU ends 'Breds'
six-game streak

-

tiponsored By: "

'Me Insurance Center of Murray
Business-, Home•Car•Health•We
")iPur more thug Mir ernyipas# agency."'

1300 Johnson Blvd.•270-7.53-8355

David King

SOFTBALL SPLITS DOUBLEHEADER AT SAMFORD

NATiONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
NCAA Tournament Glance
By The Associated Press
All Times CDT

Semitina. wooer;

By litSU Sports Information
allowing six runs on tour hits and lour
MIDWEST REGIONAL
first win in the circle tor the Racers and
WKU pushed across six tuns in the sec- strikeouts in
Second Round
1.1 innings. Craig Stem(I-1) went to 1-5
EAST REGIONAL
on the season. The Somerset,
ond and third innings as the No. 22 picked up
Saturday, March 20
the win in relief as he struck out Ky., native record
Second Round
Tenness
83,
ee
Ohio 68
ed two strikeouts and
Hilltoppers put an end to Murray State's six- one in two-th
Saturday, March 20
irds of an inning.
Northern Iowa 69. Kansas 67
allowed four hits. Freshman Starr Gilley
Kentucky 90 Wake Forest 60
game winning streak with a 14-5 victory
Sunday, March 21
A trio of Breds relievers held WKU to eamed
Washington 82 New Mexico 64
the start in game one and gamered
Wednesday afternoon at Reagan Field.
Ohio Slate 75, Georgia Tech 66
just two runs over the final 6.2 innings. Matt
Sunday. March 21
Michgan State 85, Maryland 83
four strike outs.
The Breds (11-9) got on the board in the McGaha started
West Virginw 68 Missoun 59
At Edward Jolla, Dome
the stretch by allowing just
Cornell 87 Wisconsin 69
In the second game, the Racers were the
first as Zach Noonan started the game with a two hits
St Louis
and struck out four over 2.2 innings. first tearn
At
The
Carrier
Dome
to put a nm on the scoreboard in
Regional Semifinals
triple into the gap in right center. Elliot Frey Alex Love
Syracuse, N Y
followed by fanning one in two the second game
Friday.
March 26
of the day. With one out,
drove in Noonan with a hard single past the hitless innings
Regional Semifinals
Ohio State (29-7) vs Tennessee 127-8i
. Marc Hannon closed things junior Jenna Bradley
Thursday, March 25
ha a single to the short
third baseman. Wes Cunningham nearly out by allowi
7 07 pin
ng two runs on three hits over stop to get on base.
West Virginia (29-61 vs VVashington
Northam Iowa (30-4) vs Michigan State
added to the lead as his fly ball down the two innings
(26-9) 7 27 p m
.
126-8) 30 minutes following
Freshman Chnstian Cox then hit a double
left-field line was caught against the fence.
Kentucky (34-21 vs Comell (29-4)
30
Frey finished the game by going 2-for-4 to deep
Regional Championship
minutes following
right center to score Bradley from
The Hil!toppers (17-5) put together a big with a pair
Sunday, March 28
of RBIs. He was also hit by a first to give MSU
Regional Championship
Semifinal winners
a 1-0 lead in the top of the
second inning to gain the lead. A walk and a pitch for
Saturday, March 27
the 31st time in his career, one shy second.
Semifinal winners
pair of singles loaded the bases for Jake of tying the
WEST REGIONAL
school record. Hill was the only
The Racers added to their lead in the folWells, who promptly blooped a two-run sin- other Bred
Second Round
with a pair of hits by going 2-for- lowing inning
SOUTH REGIONAL
Saturday, March 20
with three nms. With two
gle to shallow left field.
Second Round
4 with an RBI.
Kansas
Slate
84 EIYU 72
outs, freshman Kaitlyn England hit a double
Another walk reloaded the bases, and
Saturday. March 20
Butler 54, Murray State 52
The Breds return to the diarnond to deep
Saint Mary s. Calif 75 Villanova 68
left center. Junior Stephanie
Matt Payton delivered a two-run double Saturd
Sunday, March 21
ay afternoon as they open Ohio Valley Mattocks
Baylor 76 Old Dominion 68
Syracuse 87 Gonzaga 65
followed with a single up the trtiddown the right-field line. Jared Andreoli Confer
Sunday, March 21
ence action at Austin Peay. FIrst pitch dle that
Xavier 71 Pittsburgh 68
advanced England to third and
Duke 68 California 53
added a sacrifice fly to left field and Matt is set
Al Energy Solution Arena
for 1 p.m.
Purdue 63 Texas A8M 61. OT
Mattocks to second on the throw to cover
Rice delivered a run-scoring single to left
Sall Lake City
Racers spit doubleheader at Samford
At Reliant Stadium
home plate.
Regional Semifinals
field.
Houston
The Murray State softball team split a
Thursda
y, Marcn 25
Junior Jenna Bradley then stepped to the
Regional Semifinals
MSU pushed across three runs in the doubleheader
Syracuse (30-4) vs Butler (30-4). 7:07
with Samford in the final road plate and hit a shot
Friday, March 26
pm
fourth as Bryan Propst started things with a games
out of the park just to the
Saint Mary s, Calif (28-5i vs Baylor
of its Spring Break trip.
Kansas State (28-7) vs. Xavier (26-8),
right of the scoreboard in left field to give
tnple that hit about two-thirds of the way up
(27-7), 717 p m
The Racers(6-14)dropped a 5-0 decision MSU
30 minutes following
a 4-0 lead. The homer was a teamDuke (31-51 vs Purdue (29-5), 30 minthe batters eye in center field. Daniel Hill in the
Regional Championship
opening game before coming back to leadin
utes following
g fifth on the season for Bradley.
followed with an RBI single up the middle. earn
Saturday, March 27
Regional Championship
an 11-3 win in six innings in the second
Semifinal .nners
The
Racers
added
With one out, Brandon Elliott singled game
a
fifth
run
in
the
top
of
Sunday,
March
28
of the day.
thThe Racers will now return to Racer Field
through the right side and Noonan walked to
Junior Jenna Bradley powered MSU to at Murrra
y-Calloway Country Park for their
load the bases. Frey drew a bases loaded victory
in game two by ttitting two three-run first Ohio
Valley Conference senes.
walk. before Cunningham delivered a sacri- home
runs. The dingers were the fifth and
MSU will host OVC preseason favorite SportsBriefs
fice fly to center field that was caught up sixth
of her career. The Trilla, Ill., native tal- Jackson
▪ Mayfietd-Graves Country Club is holding
ville State, March 27-28. A double
against the fence.
a tour-person scramb
lied three hits on the day, while freshmen
header is scheduled for 1 p.m., Saturday, on March 27 at 10 a.m. The event is open to members and non-me le
Kyle Tiernan got one run back in the Christ
mian Cox and Kaitlyn England and March
27, with a single game set to begin at bers.
ninth as he delivered a pinch-hit home run to sopho
more Megan Glosser each added two 1 p.m.,
Sunday
,
right field.
March
28.
hits.
•The Henry County Adult Softball League
will meet at 7 p.m on
Jake Donze (2-3) took the loss after
Freshman Shelby Kosmecki eamed her
April 1 and May 6 at the Pans City Hall. The 2010
league will have three
mens' divisions and a co-ed church league. Anyone
entenng a team is
asked to attend the meetings. For more informa
tion, call Steve Hale at
(731) 363-3778.

GOLF

Palmer thinks Woods should open up
TOUR'S NO. 1 SKIPS BAY HILL TO PREP FOR MAS
TERS IN APRIL
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) — do would

Arnold Palmer believes redemption for Tiger Woods starts with
being more open with the media.
Palmer initially was guarded
with his opinion about Woods
and the sex scandal that has tarnished golf's biggest star. But
when asked at Bay Hill how
Woods could show more respect
for the game — as Woods
pledged in his public apology
last month — Palmer's suggestion was for him to let his guard
down.
"It's up to him to do and say
whatever he feels he needs to do
to redeem the situation, put it in
the proper place," Palmer said.
"My opinion, as I said ... I was
going to keep to myself. But I
suppose the best thing he could

be open up and just let
you guys shoot at him. And
that's just my thought."
Such advice comes from an
80-year-old, seven-time major
champion who first made golf
popular among the masses in
America with his charisma,
hard-charging comebacks and a
connection with fans unlike any
other player. Palmer won them
over by looking them in the eye
and speaking from the heart.
Woods is missing the tournament for the first time in his
career. It had been the only regular PGA Tour event he played
every year.
Palmer said he was disappointed Woods wasn't playing,
instead choosing to make his
return to competition in two

weeks at Augusta National,
where each has won four green
jackets.
It is doubtful Woods will take
Palmer's advice. The only time
they have spoken since Woods'
private life of infidelity was
exposed came last week, when
he called Palmer to tell him he
would not be playing at Bay Hill
this year.
"He called me one evening
and we had a conversation."
Palmer said. "I wasn't in a position to hear him very well, so I
asked him if he would call me
the next morning just to confirm
what he had said, and he did.
And the situation was that he
didn't feel his game was sharp
enough to come and compete
that soon, so he told me that he

was not going to play. He would
go to Augusta first.
"That's really the conversation."
Woods has spoken publicly
only twice since the Nov. 27 car
accident that started his spectacular downfall, which cost him
three major endorsements and
tumed a global icon into a butt
of jokes. He gave a 13 1/2minute statement to his closest
supporters on Feb. 19, then gave
interviews to ESPN and The
Golf Channel, which were aired
the same time Sunday evening.
Woods has dominated the
conversation at Bay Hill, as has
been the case at other toumaments this year. It is more prevalent at Bay Hill because his
return is imminent.

•OCHS

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

Auburn hires UTEP's Barbee
as basketball coach
AUBURN, Ala.

(AP) -Auburn hired Tony Barbee as basketball coach Wednesday night
after he led UTEP to the regularseason Conference US.A tide and
the NCAA tournament.
Aubum athletic director Jay
Jacobs announced that Bartee will
replace Jeff xho, nre.1 tht:
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Learn How To Cut Your
Mowing Time In Half

(TORO]

• 3-in-i cutting system
•.4" deep cutting deck 42" or so" vvide
• Automatic braking system
• Powerful Kohler or
Kawasaki engines

Discotmts for !Multiple Children
(immediate family only
Kids Pial. in a Structured. Professional
Ens ironment. un is our NI Coal!
mpires

MCC Parks offers a scholarship
progriu-n for net(d. kids. no(-kid
left out.

MURRAY HOME & AUTO, INC.
MURRAY
Call the Parks Office at 762-0325 for more
details.
Registration forms available at the office
or may he
downloaded at ww w.rnurraparks.org
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From Page 9A
Murray State.
"She really worked hard this winter,"
innings that we can't use youth as
Sophomore Lauren Benson will move Webb
an
said. "She spent a lot of time doing
excuse," Webb said. "They've been in all
the from second base to take over Rogers' third agility. stuff, getting
stronger. She had a realbig games and they know how to handle base spot. Filling
in at second will be sopho- ly good fall playin
g with a team out of midevery situation. We've been in the region more Erin Burton
, a newcomer from Illinois. dle Tennessee and
hit two or three home
finals and the semifinals, so we know what
First base will be handled by conunittee runs,
it
hit for average and power."
takes to get there."
until Cunningham returns.
Webb isn't set on a specific batting order,
Sophomore shortstop Karlee Wilson
The outfield returns entirely intact with saying
he will use the early part of the season
returns to anchor the infield, which will
sophom
ore Taylor Futrell holding down cen- to experi
see
ment. In any case, the Lady Lakers
several new faces due to Cunningham's ter field, Metcal
f in left and Fox in right.
will have to debut a new lead-off hitter to
absence and the graduation of Toree Rogers
Boggess, who Webb calls his most take
,
Cunningham's place and will need to
who moved on to play collegiately
for improved player, returns to handle catching insert a new face
in the middle of the order to
duties.
replace Rogers.

after a first-round SEC tournament
loss. Lex) failed to make the
NCAA field during his six seasons
Barbee led UTEP to three consecutive winning records in four
seasons. The Millers weir 26-7 this
past season but lost 77-59 to Butler
in the first round of the NCAA tournanient
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58.50 Column Inch, 6Cfr; Discount 2nd
Run,
40'7 Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Mu.; Run Within 6
Dal/ Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monda
y (Shopping Guide)

Fri. 11 Lm.

?tar' Save

Fn.11 Lm.
Hon 1 pin.

Tap

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12
per word per day.
.3 35 extra for ',mart ',1Vt.r Mori
(1,1
,
ifted,gt,
',mart
er.
The pubbsher maintains.the right to
rejecl or edit arty submilted !nailer
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Help Wanted

IMMEDIATE OPENING

\IR. IA MARI
irr
it)
frimi •
s isit IMF 5tt'llSitr:

Taking Applications for

1‘51.M.M. 11115.
illi,11111/11E.C011t

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the fest insertion of
their ad for ar.y error
Murray Ledger &
Times will he responsible for only one
Incorrect Insertion.
Any error snouid be
reported Immediately
so corrections can
be made.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever foi- their
activities
TURKEY
,HUNTERS
:111 LLA.SE"
..J
At,f,ID fiL4,11

• pe/S
./tert
,
.-ti
ei; C..-r/ it
(270) 293-9781
(270)436-.2626

JUST give us a call.
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Help Vented

DISCLAINIER
`A'hcri accessing the
'help wiutted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By ciefault,
Murray and local job
listings will appear-on
tlus website.
However. as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.
DRIVER position
Well established company is taking applications for the Hardin
area. Applicants must
be dependable. hard
working and relate well
with
customers.
Seeking dnver for local
delivenes with a class
A COL_ Excellent benefits.
Please
send
resumes to P.O. Box
14, Hardin, KY 42048
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping M,eray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7.00PM.
No phone calls
HAIRDRESSERS
needed. Well established, high traffic
salon. Booth rental.
270-227-9319.

VISA

Help Wanted

GET THU 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

753_910S

person scramble
rs and non-mem.

_40

753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley, Morris
nell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Fri
day 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sate
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
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Homes For Sale
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Auto Parts
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Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
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Services Onered
Free Careen
%I:mecca Supplies
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housing provided to
those who cannot reasonably return to their
permanent residence
each working day
Transportation & subsistence paid wher
50% of contract is met
Physically able to meet
& perforrn all job specifications. May
be
required to take random drug and/or alcohol tests. May be
required to submit to a
criminal background
check. Apply for this
job al the nearest KY
Office of Employment
& Training Division of
Workforce
Employment Services
Office using job listing
number KY0396802

NEED EXTRA CASH?
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay

County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile. good driving
record and vehicle insurance. Six day per
week delivery. Interested persons should
come by and pick up an application at
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS
FOUR RIVERS BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
has the following contracts positions dpen
ADULT FOSTER CARE PROVIDER:
This position is responsible for providing
a family atrnosphere lor adults with mental retarda
tion/developmental aisabilities in your own
home Monthly Service fee as well as
room and
board stipend provided.
RESPITE PROVIDERS:
This position is responsible for providing
respite
for persons with mental retardation/de
velopmental disabilities in your own home. the
indviduals home or the community.
RESIDENT MANAGER:
Home for the developmental disabled has
an
immediate opening for a live-in Reside
nt
Manager. Individual applicants or couple
s may
apply. This is a full-time position with excelle
nt
fringe benefits. Housing is provided.
REUEF PROVIDERS:
This position is responsible for supervi
sing
adults with mental retardatiorecievelopm
ental
disabilities in a residential setting.
Expenence in developmental disabilities
is preferred. Applicant must be 21 years of
age.
Background check is required for all states
residedAvorked in over the past year.
Please
forward resume to: Anne Thurman. Human
Resources Director, Four Rivers Behavioral
Health, 425 Broadway, Paducah. KY 42001.
Open until filled. EOE

TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
11.10 l'O 01-31.11 TNA329715I i27 OPENI
NGS)
RICHARD MOSELEY CLARKSVILLE.TN
,-,t)1.-10 TO 12-15-10 TN/2354223
OPENINGS)
LEON ROGEFLS FARMS BUCHANAN,TN
i-lo To 12-31-10 KV/0396465 7 OPENINGS)
O&A TOBACCO ILAZEL, KY
05-01-10 TO 12-01-10 KYA0397662 i5 OPENI
NGS)
KY HYDRO FARM BENTON, KY
06-28-10 TO 12-31-10 KY/0397284 i5 OPEN/
G&C FARMS HAZEL, KY
TOBACCO; FARM LAFJOREFti NURSERY
LABORER
Wage 87.2548.29 11121/4 Contract Hours
guaranteed, all tools and equip. at no charge.
Housing provided fur these beyond commuting
at
no cost. Transportation and subsistence pay, after
501k of contract completed. Ttansport daily to
worksite. Apply for this job at the nearest office
nt
State Workforce Agency in this state, using job
order numbers above with a copy of this
advertisement. Subject to random drug test
at
entployets cost.

CASE _WHAM: Responsible for coordination of community based services for
adults,
children of infants served by Impact, First
Stec
or I/DD programs.
QUALIFKATIQM: Bachelor's degree in
human services. 1 to 2 years of relevant program experience. a valid KY dnvers license
ania
safe record, must also pass background
checks. Send resume to: Anne Thurman. Vice
President for Human Resources. Four Rivers
Behavioral Healtb. 425 Broadway, Surte 201.
Paducah, KY 42001. Open until filled. EOE

ASESSMENT SPECIAUST: Responsible fc,,
expediting the intake process for individuals
seeking services at Four Rivers Behavioral
Health by conducting comprehensive
psychosocial assessments.
QUAUF1CATIQNS: Bachelor's in behavioral
health discipline and three years experience tr
behavioral health case management preferr
ee
Work flexible hours; KY Drivers license/safe
record. Send resume to: Anne Thurman.
Vice
President for Human Resources, Four Rivers
Behavioral Health. 425 Broachvay, Suite
201
Paducah, KY 42001 Open until Next EOE

PART-TIME
house
keeping needed fo
resort
cleaning
Weekends required
Susan 436-2345.
P
R
E
PR E S S/G R AP H IC
Design Employment
opportunity for a 20
year regional printer.
For the best candidate
we otter competitive
wages
starting
at
$13/hr, 50% company
match health insurance. vacation and holiday pay, personal
days and more. Find
out more by emailing a
PDF of you resume to
mare a innovativeprinting.com
SPORTABLE SCOREBOARDS, a local manufacturer of electronic
scoreboards, is seeking an individual with
diversified qualifications for the full time
position of Customer
S ervice
Representative.

TEMPORARY
# of openings: 10
Tobacco. Hay/Straw, &
General Agricultural
Workers Needed
Charles
Guess
&
Roger A Knot
Lyon Co.. KY
04 25/20 1 0 01(15,2011
Wages:
$7.25
$8.00/hour
314 of
hours listed on job
order
guaranteed.
Work tools will be Provided at no cost Free
housing provided to
those who cannot reasonably return to their
permanent residence
each working day.
Transportation & subsistence paid when
50°.‘ of contract is met.
Physically able to meet
& perform al! job specifications. May
be
required to take random drug and/or alcohol tests. May be
required to submit to a
criminal background
check. Apply for this
job at the nearest KY
Office of Employment
& Training Division of
Workforce
Employment Services
Office using job listing
number KY0396759.

TEMPORARY
*of opening& 6
Tobacco, Hay/Straw,
Row Crop. Produce &
Greenhouse Nursery
Workers Needed
Dan Winters & Charlie
Burkeen
Graves Co. & Calloway
Co., KY
04/20/ 201 012/01/2010
Wages:
$7.25
$8.00/hour.
3,14 of
hours listed on job
order
guaranteed.
Work tools will be provided at no cost. Free
housing provided to
those who cannot reasonably retum to their
perrnanent residence
each working day.
Transportation & subsistence paid when
50°.4, of contract is met.
Physically able to meet
& perform all job specifications. May
be
required to take random drug and/or alcohol tests. May be
required to submit to a
criminal background
check. Apply for this
job at the nearest KY
Office of Employment
& Training Division of
Workforce
Employment Services
Office using job listing
number KY0396809.

TEMPORARY
# of openings: 6
Tobacco, Hay/Straw &
General Agricultural
Workers Needed
West Farms
Lyon Co. & Tngg Co.,
KY
O 5 /0 1 20 1 0 12/31/2010

Workforce
Employment Services
Office using job listing
number KY0393519
TEMPORARY
# of openings: 8
Tobacco, Hay/Straw,
Row Crops. Produce &
Greenhouse Nursery
Workers Needed
P P & L Enterpnses
Calloway Co., KY
04 / 28/ 20 1 0 12/20/2010
Wages:
$7.25
$8.00/hour. 3,4 of
hours listed on job
order
guaranteed.
Work tools will be provided at no cost Free
housing provided to
those who cannot reasonably return to their
permanent residence
each working day.
Transportation & subsistence paid when
50% of contract is met.
Physicaliy able to meet
& perform all job specifications. May
be
required to take random drug andior alcohol tests. May be
required to submit to a
criminal background
check. Apply for this
job at the nearest KY
Office of Employment
& Training Division of
Workforce
Empioyment Services
Office using job listing
number KY0396672.

BAGS &

Spnng & Summer ;
Handbags & Jewelry 4I
"All New Italian'„
Fashion Sunglasses
Select Items 20%
Booth 866

Trencis & Treasures Malt
10Id Uncle Jeff's Building)
•
•
•
•
•
150
Articles
For Sala
2 long prom dresses:
Size 7,8 teal blue. size
2 beige/ taupe ve size
8 medium shoe. 270293-2153 leave message.
NEW Fishing Tackle.
Crappie & Bass
Below wholesale
prices. 155 Ragsdale
Rd, Murray. KY WedSun 841119 474-2774
REFINISAED oak and
metal ice cream table
& 4 matching chairs
$175. vent less gas
fireplace w/ blower and
3 piece oak mantle &
hearth $200. 10 gallon
crock mint condition,
$100. All items obo call
(270) 205-8866
between 5-9 pm.
Appkrime

270
Weft Homes For Ws
1984 14x70 Buccanee
2BR, 2BA, C/HJA
great
condition
$10.000.
Located:
Coach Estates C-2.
270-227-1485
280
Nobile Horns' Fe( RenT1
NEWLY
remodeled
2BR. 5295
No cats
753-6012.
NICE 2 bedroom, nopets 753-9866

1 OR 2br apts. nee
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
required. 753-4109.
1BR next to MSU,
laundry oe site, small
pet, $300/mo. 270356-0459.

.
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

1BR. 1BA apt. 2 biks
from MSU. $275imo
752-1178

WARD-ELKINS

1BR, price reduced.
venous
locations
Coleman RE 7539898.

605 E Scuth. I 2th St
CHILDCARE cente
seeking infant Teache
with GDA or higher
Full time with benefits
Please appi,
person
at 1406 Suite B, North
12th St.. Murray.

}XING

JUST ARRIVED

(270) 753-1713

2BR near MSU, appliances
furnished,
C/H/A. Coleman RE
753-9898

EVERETT upright
Wages: $8.00/hour.
piano. $600
3/4 of hours listed on
38R, 2BA, no pets
Call-436-2533 leavejob order guaranteed.
$700/mo
+
$700
message
Work tools will be pro•
deposrt. 293-5423
CHILDCARE openings
vided at no cost. Free
daytime, after-school.
38R, 2BA, very nice.
housing provided to
References, reason1800
Valley
Dr
those who cannot reaable rates, daily pre$700/mo. 753-5344.
sonably retum to their
school activities, well
4BR, C/FVA, all applipermanent residence
balanced meals. 27°ances. Coleman RE
each working day.
226-0205, 270-349753-9698.
Transportation & sub0133.
sistence paid when
Calloway Garden
TEMPORARY
50% of contract is met.
HOUSE & Office
The successful candi- # of openin
Essex Downs
gs: 6
Physically able to meet
cleaning. References
date will have call cenTobacco, Hay/Straw, & perforrn
Apartments
all job speci293-3253
ter experience. be
Row Crop, Produce & fications. May
1505 Diuguid Drive
be
computer savvy. posse
Greenhouse Nursery
NOW
Murray. KY 42071
required to take ranpre-enrolling
excellent communicaWorkers Needed
One and Two
children ages 0-5 yrs.
dom drug and/or alcotion skills and will be
Bedroo
Andrew P. Lester
m Apartments
at
Chnsti
hol tests. May be
an childcare
able to multetask while
Lyon Co., KY
270-753-8556
center, located at 810
required to submit to a
responding to our cus- 04/25
LOT
$8.500 753-6012
TDD 1-800-545-1833
/ 201 0- criminal background
Whitnell
by
Neon
tomers' needs in a pro12/30/2010
Ext. 283 .
Beach. Full-time child
The Place to'
6
check Apply for this
fessional manner.
Equal opporturuty
care rates $110/week.
job at the nearest KY
Start..
..
Murray
Wages:
$7.25
Part-time rate $23/day.
Office of Employment
NICE.
1BR,
Qualifications include a
wid,
$8.00/hour. 3/4 of & Training Divisio
Ledger & Times
767-1177 Come grow
n of
smoke free, no pets, 1
minimum of 1-2 years
hours listed on job
with us
Workforce
yr lease. $350imo.
(270)753-1916
experience in a cusorder
guaranteed. Employment Servic
es
226-8006
tomer service role, Work
tools will be proOffice
using job listing
ability to document
vided at no cost. Free
number KY0396811.
calls. resolve customer
housing provided to
issues
TEMPORARY
and
enter
those who cannot reaMDM COMPUTERS
orders with high attensonably retum to their # of openings: 7
tion to detail.
Service/Sales
Tobacco, Hay/Straw.
permanent residence
Repairs/Upgrades
Row Crops, Produce &
each working day.
Sportable Scoreboards
759.3556
Greenhouse Nursery
Transportation & subis a solid, growing
Workers Needed
sistence paid when
140
company that offers 50% of contrac
Michael Overbey, Ted
t is met.
,ubscribe to the
Want to Buy
competitive wages and
Darnell, Terry Lee,
Physically able to eneet
benefits Please apply & pertorm
David
Mt
L.
Watson
RRAI
all job speciat:
106 Max Hurt fications. May
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
Calloway Co., KY
be
Drive.
753-3633
Murray
KY
required to take ran- 05/01'20 1 042071 or email resume
12/10/2010
dom drug and/or alcoBUYING
I Home Delivery
to: recruiting scoreI .o.ral
111
hol tests. May be
Junk cars, trucks and
1 3 mo.
board 1.com
$30.00
Wages
:
$7.25
required to submit to a
tractors. 436-5235.
1 6 mo.
-...S55.00 3 mo...-----.$35.0011
$8.00/hour. 3/4 of
criminal background
227-8004
S
TORE
1 1 yr.
hours listed on job
S10.00 6 mo..---.-.$63.00
check. Apply for this
yr
:
Manager/Assistant
14, 1
1
order
guaranteed. BUYING old U.S. Coin
job at tne nearest KY
Manager/Associates
collections.
Vvork tools will be proPaying
Office of Employment
wanted New Murray
I Rest of KY/TN
Blue Book value. 293vided at no cost. Free
All Other Mail
li
& Training Division of
,i,,,,,,... a vi,,,,aaa,
location, apply at Sally
6999
housing provided to
1
Subscriptions
Workforce
li
Beauty Supply, Paris,
i
those
nmo....
3
.....
who
cannot
...-S7
6.58 3 nutEmployment Services
rea$75.00 li
CASH paid for
TN
1 6 mo
sonably return to their
Office using job listing
good. used guns.
1
yr.
..
perman
-3
4
120.00
ent
"."
reside
6
1
1
number KY0396504.
nce
yill°E
f$14965:01171111:
TEMPORARY
Benson Sporting
each working day.
I
# of openings: 10
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
I
Check
Transpo
Money
rtation
Order
&
subVisa
51./('
Tobacco. Hay/Straw, &
Murray.
1
sistence paid when
General Agricultural
1
1
Name_
__
50%
of
contrac
Chest
t
is
freezer
met.
, 753Workers Needed
e
I
Physically able to meet 6567
Chad & Wayne Wilson
1 St. Address
1
& perform all job speciCarlisle Co., KY
Wanted scrap metal,
1
City
fications. May
be
0 4 ./ 2 8 / 2 0 1 0 i
cars, trucks. Will pay
required to take ranI
02/28/2011
I
State
cash & pick tip. 270Zip_
dom drug andior alco1
I
350-5495.
hol tests. May be
Daytime Ph.
1
Wages:
$7.25
I
required to submit to a
1
58.00/hour. 3/4 of
Mail this coupon with payment to
I
criminal background
1
hours listed on job
Articles
I
Murray Ledger & Times
check. Apply for this
1
order
guaranteed.
For Sale
1
job at the nearest KY
P.O. Box 1040
Work tools will be pro1
1
Office
of
Emplo
yment
Murra
y. KY 42071
vided at no cost Free
I
GOLF carts 293-6430
1
& Training Division of
i /r i all 1270) 753-1916
I

vss"-intp
'
'
4 Savings!

LEI)(;ER&TIMES

All line ads

placed in
our paper
are posted
on our
website
for free!

.1

2/1 • Thursday. March 25, 2010
Murray Ledger & Times

10-1[01-Z11M
Saturday, March 27, 2010•10 a.m.
Froth Nlurray K1' take 1-1‘4y 641 South
3 miles to Tom Taylor
;Rd, turn right, folio% 1.3 miles to Arnet
t Rd,follow to
. auction. The personal property of Mr.
M.W. Henry.
Signs posted.
Chiria Cabinet- Table St Chairs- Bookshelfnew desk chair- picture frarnes- old wood ironing boarddresser base- 3 pc bedroom
suite. old hand painted table lamp- lamp
table w/Duncan Phyfe
base.:old ami wood chair- microwave- metal
shelves- mantle vasekerdsene lamp- old school books- metal toyscow barn- cook
borks- comic books- feed sacks- straight
razor- old curling iron &
clippers- vacuum cleaner- hand blown swanold quilts- old glass
& vhina- pots & pans- canning jars- 5 gal. milk
can- tobacco twistfishing rods & tackle- lawn mower, walk behind
- com shelter, free
stahding- trot lines- nail keg- 2 corn plante
rs- 2 row tobacco setteri- porch swing- wood heating stove- 4 farm
wagons- ga.s tankcub cadet, 14" w Kohler engine- jig saws500 gal propane tank
654-full- gas cook stove- Suburban heating stove1995 XLT Ford
piek-.up- table top drill press- bench grinder- table
saw- FF refrigerator & stove- table chairs- small kitchen applia
nces- reclinerssofa & chair- chest- quilt box- queen beddin
g- vanity- metal hand
& yard tools- mill saved cedar & walnut- old
harvest table- cross
cut & hand saws- battery charger- metal seat
and much more.
Voi re rp,r, ible for accidents dun; h availab
le

‘
1-iiiir
t
-'
;.ir;12:i1

( 7ESICALT

J11.1L.74CTIIIIC,Pii )

NO INIMMINIMOSII NO IllESERVATIO
Saturday, April arst, AiLt 10743MD NSII

11.-MIL.
"The L-eistve
c..rttpri.s. Grcogizsrl Estat.s."
as, Slime liCar fares St:math
Orr Mielear-ireary, K.le'
From Murray Along Hwy 641
Chevrolet, Proceacf South 1.5 MilesSouth At Dwain Tay:or
To Tom Taylor Trail. Turn
Right And Proceed West 1.7 Mlles!!
_i Tom Ta lor Trail, Murray,
KY 42071
V1041.-4411- AMC We
IE.
S
In. 4 Tracts And In Combin
ations

Nice Calloway County
ing
Farmland - Pasture - Trees Sett
- Hunting
Homesites - A Cozy Country
Home
10117
'• --1.411:1
-.-orls:

-'
,
0

,
•

Tract 2 - 5.063 Acres
Nees IRS Gas Mt, Upstairs, DWI
''p
Bans - Maw - Lakes
' ibis bias Has Bete Demi By The
Grogan Fariely For Many Years'
Shown By Appointment!I
,1

Tract 1 - 6.438 Acres
Soper Tract Fronting Tosa Taylor Troll
Tract 3 - 1.740 Acres
Great ilomestte II

-

DOIOT Mt% A lillannusis Disssett 01 13,000.
00 Par Traci. alatano• In 30

1 5%

K

Days

etposure to lead based palm

RJF,AL ESTATE. 236 MEMORIAL DRIVE

Selling 841 sq. ft. home with living/k
itchen, 2 bedrooms. I bath. vinyl siding. detached
free standing
carpon. 10412 storage mut, zoned
commercial.
Would rnake great investment or rental
property.
LEAD BASED PAINT W ARNING Not:I-Kesel
is
properik mat present err...Yule to lead trued paten given that dye

THJS,PROPERTY WILL BE SOLD OFF
SITE
AT 234 FAIRVIEW STREET
HOUSES WILL SELL AT 10:00 A.I1L

TERMS & CONDITIONS Ile. DOWN DAY
OF AUCTION.
BALANCE DCE W11111\ Ial DAYS WITH PASSING
OF DEED
POSSESSION .aT CLOSING
2000 Mercury. Grand Marquis GS,
43,061 actual
miles + GE electric range + GE washer
+ GE refrigerator « Zenith console TV + floor
lamps + sofa &
chair 4 coffee and end tables + Duncan
Phyfe lamp
%Ask + 3 piece maple bedmom suite + 3
pc. twin bed
Isedroom suite + O.) 3 pc. full size
bedroom suites +
rloor lamps + table lamps + glider
(wooden) + old
,,,,kiden rocker + (2) dinette tables
w/4 chairs + 12)
vholstered arm chairs + roll can + small
drop side
,..i.il table + TV & stand + telephone
table + old 50s
,.i..01 + Universal sewing machine & cabinet
+
,,. ,..,o disk + Griswald skillet + throw
pillows.
...lied pictures « assorted dishes « assorted
pots &
%ins + linens and more
'anch Ate:table
Not Responstbk for Accident,
i,-,.. a Condemns Comas.* WM..day re soften Payeere

ONE-BEDROOM
duplex apartment in
city on Cardinal Dnve.
with yard. Just redecorated. Fndge, stove. 2
new AC units. No pets.
$300 rent.
Water/sewer/trash
paid by landlord. 27°767.1175
Hilldali Apartments

„,„a
.
sI
Vi=1 I

I I

m
ATH CaSHoP A; CHECK or PERSONAL CHECK
Mr CURRENT
-atm a TTEP Or °SEW guar...wo
od moment made V Doug
,.., • 4,,,,a,,,, repbAred IT' ATI
peso,* not tyfreunaer •
tr.

FOR MORE lelf-OntAADON CONTACT,

SO
Rt. NIT.

,,,, ,„,, .„,

(faction

:paue gaillaft

",..OUR AuClioneer & Reai Estate Broker
200 Adkins Lane • Puryear. TN 38251
Telephone (731)247-3784

Doug Taylor. Auctioneeetaroker
.r

#2027 ky Lic #RP7209 Finn #1782
-Taylor Made Auctions Are Better-

L.0

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
530.00 3 months- carrier delivery
753-1916

Lunch Aiailabie

hior Resporurbilefor Accuieni3
TERMS & CONDITIONS FOR PERSONAL
PROPERTY
Ownplete settlement da. of aucnon Payahle tre CASH,
CASHIER'S
CHECK. oe PERSONAL CHECK with CURRENT BANK
TER OF CREDIT guanmeelng payment, made to Oyu LET•
Taylor
Au. nom Scorer required th. ALL worms
not personally known to.
'I, ....it..t ...onswns

2BR, 2BA, no pets. no
lease required
$425mo. 753-3949
3BR, 1BA, W&D
included $650/mo,
S650/dep 603
Sycamore 3BR, 1BA.
1710 Farmer Ave
$750/mo, 5750/dep
(270)293-4600
(270)293-3710
4 Bedroom house,
C/1-1/A. washer & dryer
5650 month 753-0606

No
1,',..I:41 ..,

0.414
/Q1J3 AuCtIOneer A Real Estate Broke,
290 Adkos Lane • Puryear TN 38251
Telephone (731)247-3764
Doug Taylor. Auctionnereiokar
Tn Lac 4'2027 Ky LIC #RP7209 Firrn #1182
Taylor Uacte Auctions Are Better'

53
Yam See

Amps
All sizes to
our needs
Located b.,
Frog* radio station

nt

75

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
VVAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt..121S
Murray. KY 42071
.270-753-5562
Nt
\

OPF.N

•

N111112.101:1

11.•.

MOVING SALE
1104 FAiRLANE DR.
THURS. FRI
& SAT

r -11 \-c:,

8.00-5.00
RAIN OR SHINE
Futon, Tractor.
claffes, furniture.
tools. etc

YARD SALE
411 S. 6TH ST.
FRI. & SAT'.
8:00-?
Furniture,
household
goods. clothes
books LP & 45
records,
table s-iw

YARD SALE
901 SUNNY LN
FRIDAY 8,
SATURDAY

J&L RENTALS
MEM-STORAGE
7A S. 4TH ST.
:freer el 121 s

145 Morgan Lane • From Paris, T7i take
Hwy.. 79

Selling Apartments and Storage Building for
Turman vs Turman
Visit our website: yriunAhnigiuxJankucUs
ta.cam
4 quadplexes and 1 duplex apartment with
a total of
18 units on 5.35 acres Rent is $525.00
a month per
unit.
All apartments are 2 bedroom, I bath, with
a one ear
garage with remote door opener and a clerk
or patio
Uwe, refrigerator, garbage disposal and dishwas
her
arr supplied. The apartments are operas
1200
square ft The bathroom, kitchen and utility
room are
linoleum and the bedrooms and den
are carpeted.
Landlord supplies the water, sewer, garbag
e pick up
and lawn rare
Also selling storage building with 7(3)8x8
rei $25.00
&(4) 10x24 @ $50.00 storage units.
APARTMENT BUILDINGS AND STOR
AGE
UNIT WILL BE SOLD AS ONE
COMPLETE
PACKAGE.
TERMS & CONDEMNS Si DOWN DAY OF ALICIION
BALANCE DUE WITHIN )0 DAYS WITH PASSING .
(N.- DEED
POSSESSION AT CLOSING

6:00-?
Electronics toys,

1,4

10X10 $25 1Ux15 $40

(270i 436-2.524
(2701 293-6906

baby & adult
clothing

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
*We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600.

YARD SALE
904 OLIVE ST.
CORNER OF
10TH & 0LiVE
SATURDAY
8:00-4 -00
NO EARLY SALES
Ciothing, furniture.
new Whirlpool bathtub, big men clothes.
I lots of misc. rtems.
Donations to
Venture club CCHS.

I III ISNII \I. %VIM I. 2/1110 ..11.1111 VII.
--

PARIS. TN - 1120 Belmont Street - DUPLE
X

From downtown Paris take Veteran
s" DrIve ro
Tyson Aye., turn left, go .6 miles, turn
right on
Hospital Circle Inez! to HCMC emerge
ncy room).
take left on Glendale. then right on
Behnont
Street. DIPLEX is tive third propert
y from the
far end cif the qreet on the left.
1,
- d-I unit ha. IT tO sq ft with 2 bedrooms,
living
room. kitchen w/stove, reingerator. city
water. city
sewage. paved dnveway. red bnck w/new
almond
vinyl. w/I8x40 detached double garage
with remote
opener
TERMS A ccf/DiTtQNS 5% DOWN DAY OF AUCTION ElexANICE
WOH. X :/f rr /MTH PASSING Of
DEED POSSESSION AT
CL ...SINT.

5•110,9 Dupree toe Turman re Turman
FOFI MORE INFORMATION COPRA&

croa# gaige4 a"Ct
ien
TOLIFI

OF POLICE BUILDING
ALL PROCEEDS WILL GO TO
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

SHIH-TZU
puppies
AKC, CKC, shots.
wormed, 5300 270251 -0310 evenings.

Houses For Bent

WATERFRONT rental
Panorama Shores.
Close to town 2-3
bedroom house 2bath Attached garage
Dock. Great yard with
patio $900 00 month
Call Jeff
(270)978-0559

Good horse hay
$2.50-Bale/new &
used Tack/Bridles,
Saddles, blankets,etc
(270)436-5442
LOCALLY grown premium hay. Available at
all
times. Alfalfa.
mixes, grass mixes.
Square and round
bales Some wrapped.
High protein. TDN.
Students & truckers
welcome.
270-7538848 before 9:00pm

SPECIAL!!!
This 1x1.5
could be yours
for ONLY S85

SMALL 2BR, appliances furnished, $395
rent & utilities $395
deposit. 1yr lease, no
Pets 270-753-6156

per month.
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753- 7668

Up to 20 words.
(270)753-1916

2,100 sq ft. 4BfR
2 5BA,
screened
porch, 2 car attached
garage on 2 acres. 5
minutes from Murray.
Call 270-853-1999.
2009 brick home.
2,100 sq.ft. living
space.
3BR, 2BA
+ acre,
double garage. sunroom. hilltop view 1/2
mile to Murray. City
water & gas. By owner
5144,000.
270-519-8570
BEAUTIFUL brick 4PLEX TOWNHOUSEEach unit 2 bedrooms,
1.5-bath.
901
Southwood Dr. near
MSU. 270-435-4001
BRICK DUPLEX each
unit 2 bedroom, 1 bath,
newer HVAC units, 903
Northwood Dr. Near
MSU on university bus
route, $155.000. 270435-4001
IMMACULATE brick
home, completely new
throughout new CIAIH
unit, root, appliances,
hardwood
floors
throughout, 3BR, 2BA
detached garage on 2
large lots. $98,000.
753-9887 LARGE home in country with acreage 5 to
85, 6 BR, 6.5 BA, pool,
gym, play rooms. large
decks. patio, lots of out
buildings, 3 acre lake,
good hunting & fishing
559-2032.

We Finance
hollandmotorsales c Ortt
270-753-4461
2009 white, Hyundai
accent
hatchback
7100-miles, 37-42mpg,
10yr/100,000 mile warranty, $13,000 2931193. 293-9829.
0% tot 5 years on
2010 Yaris. Corotla.
Matrix, Camry.
(Ex. Hybrid) Avalon.
'Rave. Highlander.
Tundra.
Ends April 5.
..
Toyota 91 hiltirray.
753/4961

05 Dodge Caravan.
white w/ blue intenor,
front and rear air, factory dvd/cd player. goo
tires. good condition.
Asking $6.500.
270-489-2477,
270-293-4955.

91 International tn-axle
dump truck. Good conditon. new bed & paint
job, good tires
293-1862.
1980 GMC step side
truck 350, automatic.
$1,200. 270-978-7218.

14FT
Arkansas
Traveler boat and trailer. $250. 753-6446

$15 00 & up
T&B Lawn Service
Adult ownea & operated
978-5655, 759-9295
IL&M'
_LAWN siavict
Mowing; Manicuring,
• Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
753-1816 227-0611

0 00 Cost Estimate
NEW home 3 BR, 2 227-9641
BA, 2 car garage, AFFORDABLE
patio, cathedral ceil- Carpentry
ings, concrete drive, •Rernodeling
energy efficient fea- •Screened Porches
tures. Rebates still *Garages
available. 210-3781 or •Water & Termite
Damage
559-2032
•Decks
Home/ Moblie Home
New 24
Repair
ledivesk isms la 436-5517

itherfield Iratates.
Rest
Pnitess=rtY
293-7572

'SBG

Howls% Act Nato.
All real estate adverts...a,
as sublet to the Fedru o.
Houvartg Act which make ,[
:Regal to athernse
prefer•
ence limitation or diwnmina
tion based on race, color relt
von. set handicap tamilvalsti
tus or national onion or intention to make ans such referITO% Ile/Oat-KM
Or descnmina
,
non
State laws turbid dncnminanon
an tiw sale. maul or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
Ada:11ton to thoe protected
under federal las
We will L11041,10 accept ar,
advertisans for real estate which
s not in a iolabon or the law All
persons are here!, Informed
that all dwellinp adverhsed at
avadahie on an equal opport,
nth' heas

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

For Sale By Owner

For turthier amstanor with Far
Housing Advertsang requirements contact NAA Counwl
Rene r Nide, (-rill r4.4-1111C

Spnng Cieek Oaks S hrt
3-4 bed room. 2.5 bath
Asking $249.900

(270) 759-4583 after 6 p.m.
Ws Buy possest
totaleass*
Das
Soilkos JO FASO
Poateloaaael
Local How bows
cso
No cm's lo Yes
NW Spay OlL
761120146.0004

an)741-86641E

11:3
Sport Utility YORK.148
Lake Property
LAKE LOT
INVENTORY BLOWOUT SALE, Sat 3/27
Only
2 11 AC CREEK -

FRONT
Only
$32,900
W/ FREE BOAT
SLIPS
-Was $69,900"
Incredible wooded
acreage abutting pnvale
family farm on spectacular 160.000 acre
recreational lake in
KY1 EXCELLENT
FINANCING.
Call now 1-800-7043154. x 3452

$SSNEW 2010 Toyota
Rav4 Limited/leather
$295 per month
$2.000 Cash or trade
down. KY tax included!
Details call
(270)753-4961.$$$
2001 Toyota Rav4,
new ores, extra clean,
loaded, CD. moonroof. 80,000 miles, one
owner. 753-0913
2000 Ford Explorer
AWD, 154K, loaded
sunroof, $4,800 obo
270-217-6255

01 Monte Carlo SS,
leather. moon-roof.
loaded, sharp, $3.900
OBO 978-5655

NIurra3

ANNOU

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

Murray ledger 11. Tones Ear

Setteice'

2tin Adkins Lane • Puryear, TN 38251
Teleorione (731)247-3784
Doug Taytor, AuctioneerBroker
Tn L or_ 02,227 Ky LC eFIP 7209 F trm
el 782
'Taylor Made Auctions Are Better"

HOUSE with garage
for rent in Hazel, KY,
must have references
$450 month + $450
security
(270)978-7441

RAIN OR SHINE
MARCH 27TH FROM
8:00AM TO 12:00 PM
LOCATED AT 101 N. 3RD ST.
INSIDE THE FRATERNAL ORDE
R

1'
A•ill M

Auctioneer & Real Estate Broker

_
FOR Sale or Lease
3BR 2 Bath lakefron
property with dock. 2
1/2 car garage
270-873-7826

CITY OF MURRAY
RELAY FOR LIFE TEAM
IS HAVING A YARD SALE

AKC
registered
Doberman Pinscher
puppies 9 wks. old.
tales cut, dewclawed
Male-5400, Female$350
Shots
&
wormed.
731-336-7848
BORDER Collie puppies, born 1/12/10,
ABCA,
dewormed,
shots, farm raised.
270-988-3564
DOBERMAN Pinscher
AKC 6-male. 6-female,
ready in 5wks.
270-753-0531.
RAT Terrier puppies.
sma
be silx1
tto
°teni
ned
lbs
iu.m
Reawi
dy
ll
now. $75 each.
270-753-2293.

BY OVVNER- 4.5 acres
on prestigious Oaks
Country Club Road.
$70.000.
270-435-4001

3t25. N26. & 3/27

59 759-

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

N. 6.2 miles to Bw `MIMI Rd.(TN-218),
turn lett,
go to Mergan Lane, tuns right.

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice. large 2 bedroom
wrth deck and outsrde
storage Ali appliances
including washer
dryer. and dishwasher,
$510/m0. 759-5885 or
293-7085.
LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus, C/I-1/A, W&D,
$600 v.ater. sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets.759-4696.
293-4600
NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunrty
TDD #1-800-648-6056

Wats • Climate Jon

2417Surveillance•Eloctricity
Willitsteill Ay*.

1, 2010 - 10.-00 A.NI.

-.THE SE.l•i /NG /1..14CHIA/t
-•

REAL ESTATE. 234 FAIRVIEW ST.

41.0011

BLICILANAN, TN • Clayton Village .Apartm
ents •

& REAL.ESTATE BROKER
. - FANCY FARM. KY- 270-623-8466
_

Selling i 179 sq. ft. brick home with
living room,
kitchen. 3 bedrooms. I and 1/2 baths.
utility'. front
poreh. carpet & vinyl. central heat &
air(gas). with
detached 3 car garage and lots of
shade. Nice
neighborhood. Must see this home to
appreciate.
LEAD BASED PAINT WARNING Nonfit anon
o
tosen that the
po rent rad!. present

1497 Dodge Viper lifS Loupe, red. 28k
mules Ishow room condition.) + 2003 Dodge Viper SRT
10 convertible, red. Ilk miles (showroom conditi
on) +
2006 Chrysler Town & Country LX, white.
70k
miles + Kasea 50B scooter +(2)JD 325 nding mowers, 18 h.p., V-twin, 48" cut + (2) motor
stands +
engine storage stand + new tire changer
+ 12 ton
press + 3 ton cherry pecker + floor fan + PowerM
ate
generator 2250 KW + Stanley Mobile Work
Center •
Delta Champion aluminum tool box standard
bed +
318 Chrysler block + (2) 318 cranks & pan • Dodge
sign + Plymouth sign + Viper stand for covers
(new)
+ muffler for 5 liter Mustang GT. 3" pipe
+ set of
steps for '03 Silvered° + set of steps for
'02 Dakota
« vent free gas wall heater, 25,000
BTU + 3.5
Carnpbell Hausfeld air compressor. 20 gal.
+ I b.p.
bench gnnder + 6" vise + Waterloo floor tool
box +
Craftsman tool box + Craftsman impact
wreach +
assortment of wrenches & hand tools + elecusc
drills
+ saber saw + 440 intake manifold 74-76
+ 5.9 - 318360 intake + set of bucket seats for Dodge
Dakota +
lots of assorted shop manuals + fender covers
+ box
of rear end yokes + starters + organizers « flex
plates
+ new fuel pumps + assorted carburetors +
assorted
shocks + set of heads 3.9 Liter V6 Dodge
+ set of
heads 318 Chrysler + lot of old National
Dragster
Magazines + set of 275x45 R20 tires and nms
+ balls
& sleeve hitches « steering wheels + lots of
assorted
chrome pieces + mirrors + air filters + assorte
d hub
caps + Red Max weed eaters + hedge trinuner
s and
much. much more
AUCTIONEER'S NOTE -Men ..4.4., poymbk tu Ito
all the
tracts ill thl

. . .
REAL.ESTATE- AUCTIONS
THIRSD.AY, APRIL

Jiik11%/11ES R. CA.SH
72.£ AUCTIONEER

Drivi . I non downtown Paris
take 'veteran's
Drier to Memorial Drive go straigh
t ai Watmart.
turn left on Fairview. Auction on right.
\(4/mg R L.41. 1-,STA7 1.- and pevsona
l propen)for
.4nnella Amngton Estate
Visit our website: w**.dougtaylorauction
.cord

R•rt\ \ I 110 /11 lill I ,Is!!\I,

ga4#1.4 aUCtien

To Ese Soici Atter The
Meal Estate
Nice Oid Saddles • Harness • Dinner
Bell • Garden Tiller • Antique
Bamyard Implements And Collectibles• Yard
Furniture• Kitchen Table And
Chairs• Sofa •Side Chairs • End Tables •
3 Piece Bedroom Suite • Antique
Dressing Table • Side Tables•Antique Collect
ibles • Collectible Glassware
• Pots Pans Kitchen Miscellaneous• Househ
old Miscellaneous• Washer
• Refngerator & More,
'
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY
OF SALE!!

R1S, -IN - 234 Fairvicw Street & 236 Memori
al

.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT

iamearcash.com For New
Survey And Details! ›-

.. . . . .
..
--ESTATE- AUCTION
„NT! RDA). MARCH 27. MO - 10:00 A.M.
Pt

REAL ESTATE: Selling 2885 sq ft brick home. 3
bedroom. 2 baths, den w/ftreplace. living room.
dining room. newly remodeled kitchen vs/stove
, dish*Adler. microwave/vent hood. oven. cook stove
and
office w/one car garage. central heat & air Inside
of
house is 111 excellent conditxxi. screened in back
decIL
1005 w/hot tub (8 person). House has new
roof public water - swimming pool with large deck,
privacy fence. a 12)02 building w/porch behold pow
w/lutchen & bath, heat & air. great pool house
Also
has 45x45 steel frame shop building w/8x 12 and
8xI6
roll up door and walk through door. gas heat. paved
and cement dnve wf2.60 acres HOUSE WILL SELL
AT 10.00 A M
AllCTIONEER'S NOTE Rus o a Maeda! Mace ant all
:he
extras - peel opportuagy .0 buy al KWh. Auchon TERMS
11()NS kt1 DOWN DAY OF AUCTION BALANCE •CONDIDUE WERRA
i.0 tikss anti itcssimi or oft P
POA.SFSSIG
,AT‘10,
.INt.

Builders
Special,
Oversized
Lot s
$25,000
Location
vViswell at King next to
Saratoga Spnngs
Financing Available
Call 227-8393
VVOODED lot in
Campbell Estates
1414 Oalthill Dr ,
145x 175, quiet cul-desac Call 978-0876 or
'59-5469

MINI
STORAGE
twill I

loirauttiens,se
()PEN HOUSE %ILL BE HELD SUNDAI.
MARCH 7A, 2010 - 2:00-4:00 P.M.

Ali

Tract 4 - 81.96 Acres
.
FARMLAND
Boy Any Tridirldital Tree.
Woods - Posture • learting
Combinatlon Of Trects
Grer CocurtrY UAW -SO Cleo
,To Town
or The Entire Property!

ON BEA

SAT1 ILDA1, APRIL 3, 2010 - 10:00 A.M.
PARIS. TN - 180 Browning Drive
From downtown Paris. TN take Veteran
s' Drive
to Memorial lirive, stay straight to
l'S 77/Gordon Browning Hwy./Reynoldsburg
Rd.
Continue to follow IN•77!Gordon Browni
ng
Hwy. 2.6 miles to Browning Drive, turn
right.
auction on right.
Selling house, cars, parts, tools for
Turman vs Turman
Visit our eebeite: tiArit.d
eliadatt

Moil it,[11%.t! 11

I
•
OE I. • • • :
TERRY D PASCHALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEERS
www.danmitlerauctioneer com
41 Service Doesn't Cost. It Pa s'
'
1.
71AViifir

PUBLIC AUCTION

1(2701227-0587
All Carpentry Corset.
New homes, Additions,
Remodel, Sagging &
Rotten floors, Vinyl
Siding,
Decks,
Roofing, Mobile Home
Repair.
753-2353
Larry Nimmo
Licensed & Insured
14270)293-4020
ALDRIDGE
&McCuiston Roofing

Youa AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY 675.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 mutt seetvwx

Res.. Com.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

753-9562
LAMB'S
PROFESSIONAL
TREE SERVICE
I.lention this dd.&
gel 25-- oft
Offel exP 3 23 10
Ftee estimates
(270f436-2867
(270)293-1118
CHASE Futrell LawnCare. Byrs. exp.
293-8814

•ADVEF
FOR BID!
TODD C
CAL COU
will recei
through
Construct'
(CM) to fu
and mate
piete the 1
TY JUDIC
iocated at
MAIN ST
TON, KY 4
is to be I
accordant>
specifIcatk
addenda
JKS ARCI
ENGINEEF
TECT/ CI
NEER).
ENGIN
(MECHANI
ELECTRIC
NEER), anc
NEERING
TURAL EN(

*Drawings,
lions, and
manual
obtained by
PADUCAH E
27E
Questions
directed in e
C.M.'s anent
*JOHN
CODELL

Construction
P.O.
Bo
EDDYVILLE
42038
(270)388-51;
(270)388-517
(hcodelldc
struction.com

•A complett
Dr a wi
Specification.5
protect manui
a refundable
$150.00 pa
TODD COUI
CAL COURT.

*Bids will be di
15, 2010 at
CENTRAL TI
will be opent
TODD
COURTHOUE
CAL COURT
202 EAST W
TON STREE
TON,
KY
Each bid n
accompanied I
Bid Bond. N
may withdraw c
mitted for a
sixty (60) days
date set for the
of bids.
•A pre-bid cont.
scheduled for
2010 at 2:00 F
TRAL TIME
TODD
COURTHOUS
CAL COURT
202 EAST W
TON STREE
TON, KY 42221
ders are urged
this meeting.
The Project i
complete withir
ender days 1
date of the
Notice to Proc
liquidated dam
$1,000.00/day
atter, if the cc
date is
nc
Successful Bidi
be required to
100% Perform
Labor and
Payment Bona
Protect. The o
premium for
bond shall be
in the base
alternate, whicl
may not be sec
TODD COUN
CAL COUR'
CODELL CON
TION COMPAb
*Divorce with o
Children $12
FREE name
documents an(
settlement agi
Fast and easy
24 hrs/ 7 day:
7 8 9 - 0 1
www_CourtDivc
ce com
•One order, On
One smart ma
time and mc
making one cal
a 25-word clef
70 Kentucky
pers for only $
more informati
tact
the
c
department
newspaper or
1-502-223-882

436-2E167 Lan
Professional
Service. Comp
removal, guttei
cleaning, hark
Insured. Emen
293-1118

dger & Times

OLLAND
OR SALES
Finance
dmotorsales com
70-753-4461
white. Hyundai
t
hatchback
niters. 37-42mpg,
00,000 mile war$13,000 293293-9829
cr4 5 years on
Yaris. Corolla
trix, Camry.
ybrid) Avalon.
.. Highlander
Tundra.
ds April 5.
ta qf Murray.
753/4961

Vera
odge Caravan.
wi blue intenor,
nd rear air, factolied player, goo
good condrtion.
$6.500.
19-2477,
13-4955.
I

anational tn-axle
truck. Good connew bed & paint
rod tires.
162.
GMC step side
350, automatic
I. 270-978-7218
loots it Motors
Arkansas
er boat and traili0. 753-6446
entices &heed
& up
awn Service
wined & operati55. 759-9295

UM"
•
N SERVICE
g; Manicuring,

miscaping &

f Vacpuming. 'ion guavameed

16 7274611

ost Estimate
41
IDABLE
try
leling
ied Porches
95
& Termite

Mobile Home

17

iNCE REPAIR
:E & PARTS
293-8726 OR

'an Buren

ner

th

6 p.m.

7-0587
intry Const.
es, Additions,
Sagging &
loors, Vinyl
Decks,
Notate Home

3, Insured

1-4020

on Roofing

R AD
D BE
TOR
875.00
14TH
53-1916

[ectric

I 986
t SERVICE
1. & Ind
k Insured
ie or small

0562
IONAL
RVICE
is art &
off
3 23 10
mates
-2867
1118

'ell Lawnxp

( I 1s1Hhils
I lirirsd4, March 25. 21110 • 3It

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

Used Cars

Lind Trucks

Murray Ledger & Times

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BUSINESS SERVICES

530
SWN10111 011erse

Saryker Othrea

I

530
Strom °need

Swoon °eerie
•ADVERTISEMENT •FREE 6
ANDRUS Excavating
Room DISH *FREE 6 Room
DISH
FOR BIDS
LAWN
Mowing. Free
and Septic Systems
DSW CUSTOM
Network
Satellite Network
Satellite
0 BRYAN TREE
estimates Call Craig
TODD COUNTY FIS- System!
Dozer. back hoe, and
PAINTING
FREE HD- System! FREE
Todd s Auto Detail
HDFox
at
CAL COURT (OWNER) DVR!
270-492-8156
track
& DEBRIS
hoe
•
work.
Residential &
519.99/mr, 120+ DVR! $19.99
/mo
120+
270-29
3-0034
will receive proposals Digital
Installation and repair
,
0:;r14
,
1
Commercial
Channels (for Digital Channe
ls
(for
1
on septic systems
through
Codell 1yr.) Call Now- $400
Himvtirvf
Free Esernates
YES
year) Call Now- 5400
Now offering septic
Construction Company Signup Bonus!
• f- ier• F
(270)226-0505 Dow
WE CAN •
1-86E- Signup BONUS, 1-877tank pumping Major
(CM) to fumish al labor 240-3844
LAWN SERVICE
•
k.
465-5745
credrt cards accepted
and materials to comMowing season is
270-703-1021
FOR all your roofing,
978-0404
plete the TODD COUNREAL
ESTATE
EQUIPMENT
270-703-4005
vinyl. metal porches
coming up. So
TY JUDICIAL CENTER
(270) 205-9826
FOR SALE
Johhny O'Bryan
decks and remodeling
*LAKE LOT INVENTOlocated at 204 WEST
give me a call for
(270)227-5648
call
Danny
RY
Pascha
BLOW-OUT SALE!
ll
Norwood
MAIN STREET. ELK- •NEW
your free estimate.
492-8560 of 293 8156
par, mg. N,
27 Only 2.11 AC
,
LAMB'S TREE
TON. KY 42220. Work SAWMILLS- Sat 3
POOR BOYS
Corey
Ace Tree
!huhu...!
is to be performed in LumberMate-Pro han- CREEKFRONT
SERVICE
LAWN CARE
Only$32,900 Wi FREE
-11111•1 I R. VIA!.
accordance with plans. dles logs 34" diameter
Service
(270)705-1037
mills boards 28" wide *BOAT SLIPS 'Was
specifications.
$160 OFF ON
2711,753-2279
and
& Stump
$69.90
0"
Automa
Incredi
ted
ble
quick-c
ycleaddenda prepared by
5200 OR
Removal
MORE
Are yOu looking for
JKS ARCHITECTS 8 sawing increases effi- wooded acreage abutBAILEY S
Tim
,empires S.,,C;
ting
private
family
ciency
Aerial
farm
up
BucketTruck
to
an
afforda
40%,
ble &
ENGINEERS (ARCHILAWN CARE &
reliable mowing
Free Estimates
TECT/ CIVIL ENGI- www NorwoodSawmills on spectacular 160,000
Insured
DIRT SERVICE
Credr Cards acr epted
acre recreational lake in
Service? It so trier
NEER),
MARCUM .com/300N -800-661(270)898-8733
K Y!
EXCELLENT
call 270-873-9637.
ENGINEERING 7746 Ext 300N
(270)753-2020
(270)227-9153
FINANCING Call now
Free Estimates
Green
(270
)564-8798
i(MECHANICAL AND
Acres
HELP WANTED
1-800-704-3154. x3447
Lawn Care
(270)293-3161
ELECTRICAL
PROLAWN Scheduleci
ENGIA
Cul Above The
TROYER'S
Travel
NEER), and K&S ENGI- •AWESOME
Lawnc,are. 1st mowing
TRUCK DRIVERS
LAWNS mowed, very
BELCHER Painting
Construction
Rest
Job! Hiring 18-24 Girls/
NEERING
free. 270-293- 924.
(STRUCHELP WANTED
reasonable free esti*Shrub
Reside
and
Metal
tree
ntial
Roofing Pole
Guys. S400-5800 weekTURAL ENGINEER).
mates,
Simmon's Handyrnan
reliable,
tnmming
Commercial Interior,
Bam, Shingles
ly. Paid expenses Are *ATTENTION- FREE
mature 753-2643
& Carpentry Service.
•Gutter
cleani
ng
Exteno
*Drawings, specifica- you Energetic,
(270)8
r.
04-6884
Free
Fun & CDL Class-A Training
*Other services
Over 25 years Call
Estimates. 270-293tions, and the project k>oking for a
WESLEY'S
great job"? Must be LAID OFF,
Lawn
•Ouality service at
Don, Murray area
2028-J
manual
erod
Collecting
may
be Call 1-800-245-1892
Maintenance Rea,x,
affordable prices
519-8570.
obtained by contacting
Unemployment
BRUSH & Hammer.
Let
or
us
do
your
753-4455
lawn
THE Murray Ledger &
PADUCAH BLUEPRINT •Eam More Money!! Are exhausted
Painting, fix-it's &
benefits
this yearl Landscaping.
Times considers its
•
repairs, decks pres270/444-6171. you over 189 Behveen Funding thru STATE
mowing, edge. shrubs.
sources reliable, but
School
and WIA Program
Questions should be High
sure
washed
mulching. leaf removal.
and
Must
t
inaccuracies do occur.
stained.. 436-2228
directed
wnting to the College? Drop that fast meet
tree service, seeding,
hiring
-14(
Reade
(1.%
food
rs
1Zh'
job!
using
S
Travel and Requirements of
this
C.M.'s attention:
ferlilizing,
CERTIFIED Personal
aerating
Major
information do so al
Have Fun
• weekb
I. V1% \
Young Trucking Companies
plc-tams
References available
Trainer specializing in
*JOHN
their
own
HAGAN Successful Business
risk
Althou
•1
gh
* locally ov,ocd.operated
No Contract Required
inspirational motivaTRUCK
AMERICA
CODELL
persons and compaCodeli Group. 2wks
Paid TRAINING
Free
tion Strength training
estimates
1759-1151 • 293-2783
&
866-244Construction Company Training.
nies mentioried herein
Lodging, 3644
insured Over 15yrs
& weight management
293-2784
P.O.
are
believe
d
Box
to
be rep619 transportation provided
expenence. Block and
19 years training expeutable. The Murray
EDDYVILLE,
•BIH
KY Call 1-877-646-5050.
Trucking
Subdivision discounts.
MILLS.& SON
nence. 270-293-3705,
Ledger
I
42038
&
Times,
nor
Cornpany
Granite
PHONE:
Drivel
270-703-9610.
ask for Paul.
" PRESSURE
•Professionals Wanted Traine
any
of
its
employ
(270)388-5122
ees
es Needed! No
FAX:
Marble .
YEARRY'S
Tree
accept any responsibil11)irt IA NI i/ pup.
(270)388-5175 E-MAIL: Part-Time. Paid training COL- NO PROBLEsk
WASHING
Service. Free esti3411 St. Rt 121AL
22&
ity
wnatso
potenti
197;s
ever
al
sign-o
for
their
n
jhcodellacodellconEarn up to $900., week.
l'11\11%,
mates. Phone
753-8087
activities.
bonus Great benefits. Compa
struction.com
ny
endorsed
11(.111( 11:11%/1:1
436-2562. 227-0267
ftexible schedule. $ for
IF YOU ARE
CDL
Trainin
g.
Job
*** * *
•A complete set of education. Call
NOT SATISFIED
Mon-Fn assistance. Financ
Nud help
ial
D rawings. 0300)282-138
5 Star
ESTIMATES
I
4
WITH YOUR
assistance
l388-7
80Tole & Marble
Specifications, and the
Plamo
llogyow
(270)
227-6
MOWI
160
NG
(270)873,
and
CURRENT
9916
project manual requires •The Kentucky Press 5539
Trimming small to
Wan
LAW
e ,
N
SERV
ICE
Associ
ation's
FUTRELL'S Tree
news •CDL-A Drivers: High
a refundable deposit of
large.
Dependable,
AND LOOKING
MOORE'SLawn
Service
$150.00 payable to service needs experi- Miles
Colva
diall
reliable
begle
,
gutters
means
d
, muicn,
BIG
FOR A NEW
Service Mowing, trimTrimming,
removal, shrubs tnmmed,
TODD COUNTY FIS- enced pnnt journalists Paycheck! Over the
haulob*
.
ming
ONE
&
bush
PLEA
hogging.
SE
for part-time online Road
slump gnnding. fireing, 11 years expenCAL COURT.
Dry
Van &
Free Estimates
CALL.LARRY
wood. Insured
work done from your Flatbed
Royer R Delgado
ence Steven 767-9178
_ Great Benefits.
& Thou
*Bids will be due by Apnl home. Must be
270-29
3-5896
or
AT 227-0726
489-2839.
comput- Class-A CDL.
or 978-7002.
(270082,21341
Good
270-7671866
15, 2010 at 2:00 PM er literate and
271-75
3.1111
have Driving
Record
CENTRAL TIME, and high-speed
Internet Required
Western
will be opened at the access. Send
resume Express 888-801-5295
.
TODD
COUNTY and writing samples to:
COURTHOUSE, FIS- David Greer, Kentuc
•Class
-A
Dnvers
:
OTR
ky
Special to the Ledger
CAL COURT ROOM, Press Association,
Advariced course always taught) include:
Through
101 RUNS
their narne; 2. the Community.
The U.S. Weather Service must have been
&
202 EAST WASHING- Consumer
Technical
Midwes
t.
Great
pay
completed in workshop location from
&
Lane.
the list College Waller Hall, Room 112
will
conduct eight new "Elite recent years (gener
TON STREET, ELK- Frankfort. KY
Benefit
s.
Regula
r
40601.
ally within below; and 3. a return teleph
one 4810 Alben Barldey Drive: •
TON,
KY
Hometime,
42220. No calls. please
three) before taking the Elite number
Stable Spotter Workshops" from hlarch
in the event the workEach bid must be
April 6: Marion/Carterville.
Company- Experienced 29 through April 15 per the
Spotter Workshop. according to shop has
*Wante
d: Life Agents. Staff. Ask
filled up.
accompanied by a 5%
III. - John A Logan College Rms
about our schedule below. The objective
Rick
Shank
lin.
VVami
ng
Note that all the details on F118 and
Bid Bond. No Bidder Eam $500 a day, Great Lease
Purchase of these new workshops is to
F119;
Coordination
Meteorologist these workshops are also
Benefits. Program. Call
may withdraw a bid sub- Agent
availApril 7: Cape Girardeau, Mo.
ACT. develop well trained and safety
with
the
National Weather able at (weathergo
Paid 877-584-7240.
mitted for a period of Commissions
v/pah) and - Show Me Center 1333
conscientious spotters. The Service in Paduc
N
ah.
Liberal
sixty (60) days after the Daily,
click on the top headline "Do Sprigg St.;
*Driver- Great Pay! workshops will be approximateIt is important to note that you want to
date set for the opening Underwriting. Leads.
take
storm
spotti
ng
ly
3
Apnl
1/2
hours in length, and will registration is required
12: Evansville, Ind; Leads, Leads. LIFE Company
Solos/
of bids.
for Mese to the next level?"
American Red Cross 29 South
INSURANCE, License Teams. New Pay for include a "Basic Weather 101"
woi-kshops to ensure seating for
Below
are
the
detail
•A pre-bid conference is Required.
s for the Stockwell Rd.:
Call 1-888- Company Teams! Call: section, Mbre detailed and
all those that make the drive.
workshops:
scheduled for .April 06, 713-6020.
877-740-6262 Owner advanced spotting concep
April 13: Poplar Bluff, Mo. ts,
The
regist
ration
page
is•
AII
classes will begin at 6 Black River
2010 at 2:00 PM CENOperator Solos/ Teams radar concepts, safety
Coliseum 301 S.
measur
http:/
es,
/www.c
rh.noa
INSTR
a.gov/
UCTIO
pah/re
NAL
p.m. and last until 9:30 p.m.
TRAL TIME at the
call:
888-417-1155. and hands-on exerci
5th St.:
ses. An end- gister/
TODD
March 29: Hopkinsville, COUNTY *AIRLINES ARE HIR- Requires 12 months of-course
April 15: Owensboro - First
exam will be given
In the event that someone Hopkinsville
COURTHOUSE, FIS- ING- Train for high
Community Baptist Church 230 J R Miller
pay- experience. www.ptl- with a score of 70
percent does not have internet capabili- College
:
CAL COURT ROOM, ing
inc.co
m
720 North Drive;
Aviation
Blvd.
required for passing the course ty. they can call
202 EAST WASHING- Maintenance
270.744.6440
March 30: Fairfield, Ill. Career. *Drivers- $1,000 Sign- and attain
Onlin
e registration form:
ing a certificate. The Ext. 221 and register. Those
TON STREET, ELK- FAA approved
w.ho Fairfield Police Dept. 1002 httpi
program. on Bonus! Up
/www.crh.noaa.go,
to Spotter Concepts 1 and 2 course call after
./pahire
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Published IS a picture of
American Red Cross Chapter
Volunteer, Ray Clark of Murray, working to help feed hundreds of disaster victims from
the Red Cross Emergency
Response Vehicle.
Elected as new officers of
the Murray Magazine Club were
Rainey Apperson, president,
Mayme Nell Staudacher, vice
president; Nancy Haserstock,
secretary; and Edwin Garrison,
treasurer.
Also published with the Murray Ledger & Times is a two
page feature on celebration of
National Ag Week
Twenty years ago
Jerry Earl Byerly, 44, Murray, died March 24 from injuries
sustained in a one car accident on Outland School House
.111
Road.
•
Murray High School winners of Region I of Future
Business Le.aders of America
were Tracy Walker, Amy Miller,
John Mark McDougal, Jennifer
Price and Shannon Farley. They
will compete in the Kentucky
FBLA Leadership Conference
in Louisville April 26-28.
Lula Belle Hodges reviewed
the book, "Gracie," by George
Bums at a meeting of the
Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Cub.
Thirty years ago
Calloway.
County
High
School and Murray High School
placed first and second respectively in the regional tournament of the Kentucky High
School Speech League held at
Murray State University. Larry
England is coach for CCHS
and Mark Etberton for WIS.
Penny Morgan of Murray
represented the Murray Business & Professional Women's
Club at the District / Young

Careerist Speak Out held at
Kentucky Dam State Park,
Gilbertsville.
Births reported include a
boy to Mr. iuid Mrs. Barry
Darnell, Feb 26.
Forty years ago
Elected as nevi officers of
the Murray Chamber of Commerce were Joe Dick. president Leonard Vaughn, vice
president; A V,' Russell, secretary
urer and Ray Bros,nfield, treesBirths reported include a
boy to ND and Mrs. Hemp
W. Brooks, March 19. a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Garman, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Clyde D. Tidwell and a boy
to Mr -and _Mrs. Woodrow Glisson, March 21; a boy to Mr.
iuid Mrs. Roger Mitchell, March
22.
• Fifty years ago
Manne Pfc John 1_ Jackson, formerly of Lynn Grove.
is a member of the 2nd Battalion 4th Regiment of First
Marine Brigade in Southern Tai-

Janet Like of Kirksey has
received her new Hotpoint electric range at Ward Auto Supply. She was named as a winner for her recipe for her cherry pie filling and won the
range.
Sixty years ago
Twenty-one Calloway County enumerators will start training March 27 for the taking
of the census in Calloway County.
Charles Houston has been
named scoutmaster of Boy.
Scout Troop 90, sponsored by
College Presbyterian Church.
Births reported include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. G.A.
Hewitt, IVfarch 21, and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Merritt
Greenup, March 23.

Mother struggles to love
the daughter she dislikes
DEAR ABBY: I can't stand
my 10-year-old daughter. I was
an I8-yeiu--old single mother
when she was born. I find her
ugly and annoying. Everyone
tells me how
"sweet" and
"pretty' she
is, but 1 can't
see it. I
dread when
she comes
home from
school. 1 arn
not physiDear Abby cally abusive to her
By Abigail
I would
Van Buren
never
do
that. But I
can be verbally abusive, and
I know. I need to stop. She
just makes me so mad.
I am now married with two
more kids (boys), and I adore
them. What's wrong with me?
How can I fix this? I'm afraid
it's too late. I have no spiritual adviser to talk to, and I
can't afford to speak tc a professional counselor. -- ANONYMOUS IN WASHINGTON
STATE
DEAR
ANONYMOUS:
The circumstances of your
daughter's birth were very different from those of your sons.
When you look at her, you
may be reminded of a chapter in your life you would prefer to forget. How sad for both
of you.
The way you treat her, particularly in relation to her halfbrothers -- will affect the way
she pmeives herself for the rest
of her life People svhose parents meat them as unlovable
often regard themselves as not
"measunng up," and it can

Today In Illsteri
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, March 25,
the 84th day of 2010. There are
281 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History.
On March 25, 1965, the Rev
blartin Luther King Jr. led 25,000
marchers to the state capitol in
Montgomery, 1118...to pretest the
denial of voting nghts to blacks.
On this date:
In 1634, English colonists sent
by Lord Baltimore anivecl in present-day Maryland
In 1865, during the Civil War,

El IN El

Confederate forces attacked Fon
Stedman in Virginia but were
forced to Withdraw by counterattacking Union troops.
In 1911. 146 people, mostly
female onnugrants, were killed
when fire broke out at the Triangle Shirtwaist Compa.ny in New
'Ybrk.
in 1918, French composer
Claude Debussy (dchb-yoo-SEE'l
died in Parts
In 1947. a coal mine explosion in Centralia, Ill., claimed 111
lives.

Murray Ledger & Times

In l957. the. Treaty of Rome
established the Europear, Economic Community
In 1960, the U S Court of
Appeals for the Second Circuit,
in New York, ruled that the D.H.
Lawrence novel "Lady Chatterley's•Lore_r- was not obscene and
could be sent through the mails
Ray Charles recorded -Georgia on
My Mind" as part of his ''The
Genius Hits the Road- album in
New York.
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Treatment for high potassium
level connected to cause

cause self-esteem problems that
last a lifetime.
Ordinarily, I would encourage you to seek low-cost therapy through your county department of mental health for tbe
sake of both you and your
daughter. If that isn't possible,
then 1 advise you to hold your
tongue, control your temper
and compel yourself to show
your daughter approval and
affection every day until it
becomes a habit or she's old
enough to leave -- whichever
comes first.
•••

DEAR ABBY: My workplace has instituted "casual
dress Friday,' where everyone
is supposed to niake a donation to a charity selected by
a different employee each fortnight. While t.his is nice in
theory, I often find that 1 don't
wish to donate to the chosen
charity because 1 don't agree
with its ethics or its methods.
I give regularly to charities
of my choice, which I have
researched beforehand, but have
never been one to donate automatically lc, esery passing collection.
How do I bow out gracefully when the collection tin
comes around? I have tried to
explain to my c.o-workers why
1 don't support a particular
charity and simply say I have
chosen not to participate. I am
met with blank stares and
demands that 1 explain myself,
and lectures about why I must
"support the team.'
I don't feel my. colleagues
have any nght to tell me what
I should do with my money,
but they obviously disagree
and I ant firkding the situation
very uncomfortable. Any suggestions? -- FEELING AWKWARD IN AUSTRALIA
DEAR FEELING AWKWARD: The policy you
describe seems more 'like
'friendly" extortion than real
charitable giving.(Is there sonie
kind of contest going on
between teams to see who can
raise the Inost money?) While
I'm all for casual Fridays, the
policy of pressuring people to
give strikes me as one that
should be modified or done
away with completely. That's
why I think you should discuss your feelings with your
,upervisor or the head of the
department and go on record
that you prefer to give your
money to causes you have
researched and with which you
identify. If that doesn't help,
you may be working for the
wrong company. Sorry, mate.
•••
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.

DEAR DR. GOTT: Can you
please address high potassium levels' My husband's level went from
4.6 in 2008 to 5.6 an 2009. Other
than food that is high in potassium, what could cause the level
to jump? Should he be on a
restricted diet' Can exercise bring
it down'
•
His physical this year
tdot
idalshc
oho
w

leation (such as an ACE inhibitor)
that might require monitonng? If
so, the elevation ought be medication-related and can be corrected with a subsutute drug. My
guess is that his physician would
have checked lum for diabetes,
so we can likely rule that out.
Addison's disease results from
either partial or complete failure
of the adrenal glands, which sit
on top of each kidney and produce hormones that control many
functions. Causes of Addison's
t
rosel
em. ma
leivnleyi
uiclude tumor. bleeding into the
L
HD
DLL o
gland, infection and autountnune
diseases. Another possibility is a
77
and
false positive. and a repeat test
lsbi rureloiogl
od
iyic
ifrpr
ind
Hioreesssi
may reveal a normal level.
Elevated potassium levels can
result in heart arrhyttunias, weakness, fatigue, nausea and more.
Treaunent is commonly tied to
By
rnalWe would
the underlying cause, so your husDr Peter Gott welcome any band may need additional testing
advice, as this
At the very. least, he should return
is all new to us. did search the
to his physician for a thorough
Internet but was unable to find
discussion of the situation and
an answer.
what can be done to correct it.
DEAR READER: Potassium
I would be surpnsed if your
is important for the function of husband's diet were die cause of
nerve and muscle cells. Common
his hyperkalemia. Foods high in
causes of elevated levels (known
potassium include lima beans.
as hyperkalemia) are acute or
bananas,
clunaloupe.
cooked
chronic kidney failure A normal
spinach, winter squash, raisins,
blood-potassium level is between
tomato products and more. If your
ease
3.6 ;and 4.8 milliequivalents per
husband consumes substantial
inter, known as mEq/L. Levels
amounts of the foods mentioned,
above 6_0 can be the result of
he might wish to make modifitype I diabetes; Addison's discations. It will not harm him to
angiotensin-converting follow a low-potassium diet.
enzyme (ACE) inhibitors; alcoIn terms of his cholesterol levholism; heavy drug use; severe
els. did he eat pnor to the testinjury. such as burns, that cause
ing or did he fast? Cholesterol is
destruction of red blood cells; and
fickle, and reports can he conpotassium supplements.
flicting if food or drink has been
As you have discovered, eleingested You don't Indicate what
vated potassium levels are comhis total cholesterol level was,
monly found when a physician
nor if tie has any. medical condiorders lab testing. Let's pause
tionts) that might not have been
bnefly here. Does your husband
mentioned
have a specific problem his physiHe should speak with his physician was attenipting to confirm
cian before starting an exercise proor rule out? Or as he on a medgram.

Dr. Gott

C0111111Ct Bridge
The Disappearing Trick
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
N()RTH
10 4
•Q 8 5 3
•A 1 9 7
WEST
EAST
•8 2
47 6 5
•98 76 3
•5 4 2
•.1 96
•A-I0 7 4
4.6 3 2
+K 8 4
SOUTH
•AKQ.193
•A 10
•K 2
•Q 10 5
The bidding.
South
West
North
East
I•
Pass
2 NT
Pass
6•
Opening lead — nine of hcans.
Let's say South reaches six spades
on thr bidding shown and West leads
a heart South counts his !ours and
sees that he might lose a diamond
and a club. The diamond loser is certain, so the problem Ls to escape a
club loser. Superficially, this seems
impossible without attempting a
finesse tn the suit, but actually the
slarn can he made without relying on
the club finesse.
It's all a matter of guessing which
defender has the ace of diamonds.
Thus, suppose declarer decicl
to
play. East for the ace. in that case, he

wins the heart lead wah the ace,
arosscs to dummy's ten of spades
and returns a low diamond.
If East climbs up with the ace,
South's worries are over. Whatever
EaSi
S011th CfraViS
anct
eventually discards two clubs on die
king of hearts and queen of diamonds.
The outcome is the same if East
:facies the diamond lead from
dummy. In that case, South sv-ins with
the king and later discards his other
diamond on dummy's third heart. His
only Loser is a club.
Now let's suppose declaret
decides West has the ace of diamonds. In that casc, he wins thc heart
lead with the ace and returns the two
of diamonds. Whatever West plays.
South makes the slam in the manner
orevicosly described.
The real difficulty is to decide
where the ace of diamonds is located.
this is a major hurdle, no doubt, but
ii's not altogether guesswork. South
should decide that there is a slightly
greater chance that Last has the ace.
This conclusion can he drawn
from West's choice of opening lead.
Although there is theoretically an
even chance of West being dealt the
ace of diamonds, that chant.e is
somewhat reduced bs his failure to
lead it agamst a slam that was hid in
a higilly unscientific mariner The
rea.son might well be that he did not
have the ace to lead.

Crosswords
ACROSS

GI ANFIVIIE L.coco) •
MY BROTHER
DOES MOST OF
THE BARISING
AROUND

SY ANY CHANCE, IS
' Ot4E OF YOU ADOPTED?

41 Witty remark
43 Cold-weather

French Legion
hsadgear
5 Paramedic's skiil
Famous mummy
11 Large antelope
13 Grande or Bravo
14 Ms. Hagen of
films
15 Shrink back
16 Remove. as a
cap
18 Tips one's hat
20 Sweetie-pie
21 -- rock (music
98(1fla)
.
23 Monkey with
25 Type of pasta
28 Alleviated
30 Dawn goddess
32 Note-takers
need
33 Not hurt
34 Weep loudly
36 Page of an atlas
38 Morgan — Fay
39 Drops on the
grass
1

2

-3

''',7

Answer to Previous Puzzle
45 dWriansk, to Ovid
47 Fly catcher
49 Colo. neighbor
50 Estuary'
4F
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52
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Romeos
57 In the wake of
60 Tree product
61 Furrow maker
62 Grouchy
63 Last degree
64 Put down turf
65 lcy burA

MCI

1 London's —
Gardens
2 Wallach or Lilly
3 Bamboo eaters
4 Revenues

8 Root vegetable
9 Pass near
Pikes Peak
10 Shooting marble

5 Friday's companion
6 Wrestler's coup

7 — Hashanah

4

5
12

IMMO

0E2E c

DOWN

-16

7

9

3

LIO

4

15
1

19
•L

22
28

E_ A Fs&

25

29

31

26

27

58

59

to
spring
44 Raul or Fidel
46 Involuntary
movement
48 — Derek.
51 Contented
murmurs
53 Stockholm
carrier
54 C&W channel,

12

5

7

V

SORRY CHARLIE I DON'T
BROWN I HAVE TO KNOW WHERE
TAKE MY BLANKET
IT 15.
I'M

PON'T KNOW
WkEltE IT 15 ?!!
4

I'D BETTER LEAVE
D065 GET BLAMED
FOR EVERv T;41 N

39

j

4J

49

'

/
7 0-

51

52

53

OfiCe
54

100

4

41

45

21 Crystal-filled
rock
22 NBA hoopster
24 — Kipput
26 Claw
27 Brainstorms
29 Monk's title
31 Cul-de- -35 Salaam
37 Tease
wdS
40 Affecton
42 Prepared

P.C1,
3
33

•

24

12 Phone button
17 Kissin kin
19 12 in.
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55 Not ,r.
56 Unduly
58 -Nightmare"
street
59 Deli bread
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Pest control important to home maintenance
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Termites, spiders and other pests are
threats to you or your home and Ken
Parks of Servall in Murray has some
advice on how to handle them.
Of course, termites are the No. 1
threat and Servall has all the know-how
and equipment needed to eliminate them.
-Terrnites cause more than $300 million in damage per year," Parks said.
"The most important thing is to keep
your house under contract . Because it's
not if, it when you get termites. Because

you are going to get them."
No matter the type of home, whether
brick, wood, slab - whatever - termites
are going to be an expensive pest if
they decide your home is where they
want to move in this year.
"Even on commercial property, lots
of people thirtk the building is all concrete and metal frame, but it doesn't
matter when you go in and put up sheet
rock they are going to be coming in to
eat the sheet rock," he said. "They eat
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Servali employees Christine Phillips, David Singleton and many
others are
always ready to provide pest control, cleaning, HVAC and
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•Pest control
From previous
the paper off of it."
Annual termite and pest inspections are needed at
least annually.
Roaches can also be a problem as well as brown
recluse spiders, which are no threat to the home's
structure, but are a threat to those that live in the
house.
-They do carry diseases," Parks said.
However there are other serious threats as well.
such as rnold and other biological threats.
"We do mold testing," Pai-ks said. "We are certified
residential and commercial mold inspectors. We also
do a lot of wood-destroying organism work in crawl
spaces that will rot people's Floors out."
Servall also provides air duct cleaning; another source
of home pollutants if not kept clean and in good repair.
"Nobody else in this are has what we have," Parks
said. 'There are a lot of people that clean air ducts,
but they only half-clean them."
Servall offers a "state-of-the-art, whole-house, HVAC
cleaning" that will get the job done through superpowered suction as well as scrubbing with a roto ,
brush. The suction removes what the roto-brush scrubs.
"It's a truck based system and it's so powerful that
we could crank that thing up and crush the duct work
like a tin can. That's how powerful it is," he said.
Duct work helps to remove allergens and the threat
of mold.
"We clean the whole system... evaporator coils and
all," he said.
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Bad sofa? Upholstery could be the answer
By Tress Erickson
sterer, have them check out your
For Ad Builder
sofa and make sure it is suitable
The sofa in your sunroom has for reupholstering If they give
definitely seen better days. The you the go-ahead. you may start
cushions sag, the fabric is stained the search for fabric. Depending
and the pillow's are torn. The time upon shape of the piece and your
has come to throw it out, right? tastes. you may have your sofa
Maybe. but then again, maybe not.
Take a good look at that sofa. Is
the construction solid? If so, then
Take a good look
having it reupholstered might be
at that sofa. Is the
the more cost-effective F,olution.
Before you start looking for construction solid?
If
fabric, inspect your sofa carefully. Is thc frame sturdy? Is it free so, then having it
of rot, mildew and other signs of reupholstered
might be
water damage? Are the springs in
good condition? If so. it might be the more cost-effective
worth saving and make a good solution.
,
"
candidate kr reupholstering.
If you have no experience in
reupholstering, you will probably
want to hire someone to do the reupholstered in one or more fabjob for you. Look for an uphol- rics. Check with your upholsterer.
sterer just like you would any They may have some suggestions
other professional. Get recommen- and perhaps even some samples
dations from friends and family, to show you. If not, shop at stores
conduct interviews and ask to see that sell upholstery fabric and
a sample of their work. Check out select several suitable for your
references, compare pricing and decor that will hold up to wear
choose the one that works best and tear and resist stains. Keep
in mind that the more texture in
for you.
Once you have found an uphol- the fabric. the better it will hide

RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT FT

stains.
You will need several yards of
fabric, 20 or more, so pay attention to the price per yard. Ask
for samples of the fabrics you
choose. That way, you can see
how they will look in your sunroom at various times of the day.
Once you have selected fabric.
speak to your upholsterer. They may
be able to order it for you at a
discount. If they can't, they should
be able to tell you how much to
purchase.
Once you have selected fabric,
take a sample of it to your upholsterer and go over the details with
them. Determine how you want
the fabric to run on your sofa.
whether you want welt and what.
if any extras, you would like to
have on your sofa. Make sure you
and your upholsterer are on the
same page.
Having your sofa reupholstered
will take time, but it might be
less expensive to go that route
than to buy a new sofa. Find out
all of the details and then make
your decision.
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Carpenter wanted: finding the best fit
By Tress Erickson
For Ad Builder
You are a do-it-yourselfer. You enjoy
tackling projects around the house and
spend many weekends doing so. While
you are skilled in many areas, you most
certainly are not a carpenter. You can't
cut a piece of wood straight, much less
make the cabinets you need to house
the entertainment components in your
family room. You need a carpenter.
Carpenters generally fall into two categories: rough or finish. Rough carpenters specialize in building homes, particularly in framing them and making sure
everything is level, square and plumb.
Finish carpenters specialize in the detail
work, installing trim. banisters and the
like. Some finish carpenters specialize in
building cabinets and furniture. They are
known as cabinetmakers. Since you are
interested in cabinets, you might want
to look for a cabinetmaker or a finish
carpenter who has experience in building cabinets.
You should treat the process for hiring a carpenter just ltke you would for
any other professional. Ask family and
friends for recommendations, browse

through listings in the newspaper and
phone book. and check online. From
these sources, draw up a list of [mential candidates. Conduct phone interviews
and find out about the carpenter's skills,
qualifications, availability and fees. Discuss the work you would like to have
done and see if they are interested.
The inforniation you gather from your
phone interviews should help you narrow your list considerably. Then you can
meet with each candidate face to face
and find out more. Make sure you ask
to see a sample of their work and get
a list of references. Check out ihe references and find out what the customer
did and did not like about the carpenter's work. Discuss with the carpenter
again the work you would like to have
done and ask them to eive you an estimate in writing.
Once you find a carpenter you like.
hire them and ask them to write up a
contract for the work. This will ensure
there are no misunderstandings. Work out
a schedule with the carpenter and keep
in contact with them to ensure they meet
your expectations.
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Staining cabinets yourself
By Tresa Erickson
For Ad Builder
You're planning a kitchen remodel,
and like many homeowners, you are looking for ways to cut costs and stay on
budget. The more work you do yourself,
the more money you can save. One task
that you might consider doing yourself
is staining the cabinets. It will take you
i3irie time but save you some cash in
the long run. Here's how to go about it.
"ro stain your cabinets, you will need
some 120-grit sandpaper, 220-grit sandpaper, wood conditioner, paintbrushes, tack
cloths, rags, stain and polyurethane. Some
experts recommend water-based stain and
sealer because they are easier to work
v,ith. while others insist on oil-based
products because of their durability. Do
some research to make the right choice
for you.
Once you have all of the supplies in
hand. you can start the process by preparing the bare wood. Using 120-grit sandpaper, lightly sand the wood in the direction ot the grain; this cYill prevent scratches. Remove all of the Ic)ose dust with a
tack cicth. Then sand the cabinets again,
this time using 220-grit sandpaper; this
will create a smooth finish.

Remove all of the loose dust with a
tack cloth and apply a coat of wood
conditioner to the cabinets. Let it dry
completely and then apply a coat of stain
to the cabinets. Brush on the stain with
a paintbrush following the grain of the
wood. Then take a rag and rub the stain
into the wood using a circular motion.
Finish the staining by wiping along the
grain of the wood one final time to
ensure an even finish.
Let the stain dry completely. Then
apply two coats of polyurethane following the manufacturer's directions. Once
you have sealed the cabinets, make sure
you give them ampie time to cure before
you have them installed in your kitchen.
Staining your cabinets yourself can
save you money big time in your kitchen
remodel. Just be sum you have done
your homework and have the time to
commit to the project. Remember, you
will be living with your cabinets for
some time, so make certain they look
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Oil or latex?
Picking the right paint for the job
By Tresa Erickson
For Ad Builder
Your kitchen cabinets have seen bener days, and while you would like to change
them, you can't afford to do so at this time You're going to paint them instead,
and some friends have suggested you use oil paint, while others have suggested
you use latex paint. You have worked with latex paint but not oil paint. What
is
the difference between the two'?
Oil-based paint offers many advantages. It goes on smoothly and covers a lot.
It shrinks very little, making sanding between coats unnecessary, It dries slowly,
giving you more time to work It pmduces a shiny, hard coat that is tough to penetrate and holds up well in high-traffic areas_
There are some drawbacks to using oil-based paint. It has a strong odor. making it difficult to work with for some people. Although hard, it will crack over
time. It may also fade and yellow. Oil-based paint can be difficult to clean up.
You must use solvents. It is also hazardous and must be disposed of properly.
Latex also offers many advantages. It is widely. available and is better for the
environment altogether. It dries quickly and doesn't yellow. It is also easy to clean
up with soap and water. It does swell. however, making sanding between coats
on
wood essential.
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Spring ideal time for landscaping,lawn care

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
It's springtime and everyone is looking to beautify their home or yard with
new landscaping, flowers. attractive construction ideas and much more that
will add to the curb appeal and, of
course, the value of a home.
If you are looking for local landscape services that are reliable, convenient and won't bust your budget,
considei Maley's Lawn and Landst:ape
on Fourth Street in Murray.
Chris Maley, ownei-operator of the
business, says his business can provide all the landscaping and maintenance
services you will ever need and will
soon expand his nursery to about twice
its current size to provide even more.
"We're going to have upscale garden decor and we're going to have
more trees and shrubs," Maley said. "Our
stuff is more quality oriented and larger scale than what you are going to
get at Lowes. Also, it's going to be
super-convenient."
Kevin Wolf, an employee-spokesman
for the business. said services through
an expanded nursery will be available
soon.
"We don't have everything in yet
because we're waiting for shipments

to show up, but we'll basically be selling products that everyone needs," Wolf
said. "If you came in and bought a
tree or potting soil to plant, we've got
it."
Wolf said the planting season has
begun and the business is very busy
providing customers with what they need
for the spring season.
"Things are starting to pick up and
hopefully the weather will to the best,"
Wolf said. "It's a little on the cool
side, but the grass is growing and
we're ready to kick off our mowing
season."
The business offers mowing services and just about everything you need
for lawn care except lawn spraying
services and lawn maintenance.
The business will do landscape maintenance, custom installations such as
paver patios, retaining walls and much
more.
"If you need anything for your lawn
this is the place to come get it," Wolf
said. "We are the only in-town nursery."
Of course you can do your own
thing and go elsewhere to find what
you need.

See next page
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TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Kevin Wolf, an employee of Maley's Lawn and Landscap
e in Murray,
shows oft some of the businesses new spring greenery at a soon
to be
expanded nursery on South Fourth Street.
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III Spring landscaping ...
From previous

_edger & Times

Murray,
soon to be

Proper plant selection is one the
most important -secrets- in successful
landscaping, according to www_the-landscape-design-site.com. Plants and colors are the "flavors" that bring your
garden or other landscaping ideas to
life They're also elements that can be
used with purpose such as screening,
shade, erosion control, dividing, focal
points, noise control, etc. So propagation of or choosing the right plants
for the right place and purpose is helpful for professional looking, working.
and manageable landscaping.
Avoid some common mistakes that
people make about plant selection by
simply learning more through the Internet, advice from those who know or
a professional concerning the growth
habits and characteristics of individual
plants. The size plants reach at maturity., light requirements, heat and wind
tolerance, and soil preference are the
most common things you will have to
know. Professionals report many occurrences where bad information led to
planting of massive trees or shrubs growing within inches of a home or even
worse. cracking the foundation of the
home.
Rule No. I is don't plan your gar-

den or landscaping at the nursery. or
garden center. Do a little homework.
Know a little about the plants before
you buy them and take them home.
You can use the plant databases page
for reference and get yourself a good
plant encyclopedia in your library. You'll
save a lot of time and frustration being
able to look up plants according to
your specific zone, type of plant, color,
characteristics, by name, and so on.
They're also very handy to carry with
you into the garden or to the nursery.
Another common mistake in choosing the right plants and propagation is
made in the area of zoning. Its extremely important to knov.. which planting
zone you live in and plant according- •
ly. Many nurseries and garcien supply
centers carry plants that aren't zoned
for their area. Some of these plants
are great for placing outdoors in pots
during the summer but they have to
be moved indoors during the winter
but too many times you may not be
told that. Most generally you can trust
the little plant selection tags that come
with the plants but sometimes you
can't. Its hest to check with the plant
databases or your plant encyclopedia
for specific zoning in seleojng plants.
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Replace furniture first
By Tresa Erickson
For Ad Builder
You moved into your house several
years ago, s- tashed all of the leftover furniture in your bedroom. made ap your
bed and that was that. You have worked
on every room since arid neglected y..our
bedroom. The walls are still the same
shade of pea green and the furniture,
well. they're all hand-me-downs. You've
got the bed you had in college, your
childhood dresser and your grandmother's old mirror. It's time for a change.
and you're starting with the furniture.
Some people prefer matching pieces.
and if you are arnong them, bedroorn
sets are available. The pieces are made
of the same matenals and designed to
coordinate with each other.
If matching pieces are not your style,
you can mix and match pieces fram various manufacturers. You can select a bcd
from one manufacturer, nightstands and
dressers from another, and a sofa from
another. You can mix matenals like pine,
iron and leather; just make sure they
complernent each other in color and style.
A brass bed might not work so well
with rod iron nightstands and a mahogany
dresser.
When shopping tor bedroom furniture,
you will also want to keep the size of
your bedroom in mind. How much square

footage do you have to fill') Is there
enough space for a king-size bed, or
should you scale down and buy a queensize bed instead? Make sure you get
what you need but leave ample space to
walk around. Don't stuff the room, or
the walls might appear to be closing in
on you.
Depending upon the size and features
of your bedroom, you may be able to
invest in pieces other than the standard
bed, nightstands and dresser. If you have
a large closet with built-ins, you may
not need to purchase a dresser. You may
fill the space with a reading chair or a
small loveseat. If you have the room,
you may insert a writing desk in your
room for work, along with an armoire
to house your entertainment components.
Of course, budget will play a part in
your selection process. Quality pieces
can run S500 on up. Deterrnine how
much you have to spend on bedroom
furniture and stick to it. Don't be afraid
to look for bargains at sales and second-hand stores. You just might find that
antique mirror you've been looking for
to hang above your brand-new chest.
After all of these years, you're finally taking the plunge and getting new
bedroom furniture. Take your time and
make wise choices. Your comfort det,sends
upon it.
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Replace the kitchen floor Many choices exist for

By Tresa Erickson
For Act Builder
You've been working on your home
for years. and you've saved the best task
for last: replacing your kitchen floor.
That grungy white ceramic tile has got
to go. It won't he easy, hut it's got to
be done. The time has come for you to
roll up your sleeves and get ready to do
some hard labor.
You will need to gather the propet
equipment first. Safety. gear is a must.
You must wear goggles to protect your
eyes from flying shards of tile and
kneepads and gloves to protect your knees
and hands from bruising as you dispose
of the old tile and crawl around the
floor. 'The tile is too vvorn to save. so
your best course of action is to break it
up with a small sledgehammer and a
towel. You will also need a scraper,
either a hand one or a power one. and
some tloor-leveling compound.
To remove the tile, place a towel over
a section of it and use the sledgehammer to break it up. Then remove all
remaining pieces and adhesive with a
hand scraper. If you hav:e a rather large
floor. you may. want to rent a power scraper
The sharp blade will get under the tile
and break it up more easily.

of the tiie, sweep up all of the residue
and dispose of it properly. You will probably have some gaps and gouges in the
subfloor. You may fill these with floorleveling compound. If the subfloor is
really damaged, you may need to replace
it.
Keep in mind that removing the old
tile will take 'inn. If you are on a tight
schedule, you might want to bring in a
professional. They will have the tools
and experience necessary to make quick
work of the job
Once you have removed thc tile and
repaired the subfloor, you can move on
to the next step of installing the new
flooring, The procedure for this will vary,
depending upon the type of material you
have chosen. Do your homework. take
your time and you are sure to end up
with a beautiful floor that will last for
years to corne.

kitchen sink replacement
By Tress Erickson
For Ad Builder
Bit by bit, you've been updating your
kitchen. refacing the cabinets, repainting
the walls and replacing the light fixtures.
You've ordered new countertops, and
while installing those, you'd also like to
replace your sink. The cast iron sink
currently in your kitchen has seen better days. Not only is it old, but it's
stained and just doesn't work for all of
the cooking you do. The time has come
to go shopping, and get ready, the number of choir:es available will astound you.
There are many types of kitchen sinks
on the market today, and the materials
they are made of vary just as much as
the styles. Some of the more common
styles include:
• Farmhouse sinks. These have an
apron and can sit on top of the countertop or be mounted underneath. They
are generally fairly deep.
• Prep sinks. These are fairly small
and serve as a second sink. They work
well for homeowners who entertain a lot
or have more than one cook in the family.
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• Trough sinks. There are long and
lean and allow for more than one faucet
and drain, making them convenient for
kitchens with multiple cooks.
• Seamless sinks. These are part ot
the actual countertops, providing for a
seamless look. They also eliminate the
crevice between sink and countertop,
making cleanup a breeze.
• Undermount sinks. These are designed
to fit under the countertop, making cleanup
easier. Homeowners simply wipe whatdyer debris is on the countertop into the
sink.
• Vessel sinks. These sit on top ot
the countertop, and because they are
higher, require less bending, over. Although
once reserved for bathrooms. vessel sinks
are now being designed specifically- for
kitchens.
These are just some of the more common stnk choices. You are sure to come
across more, including the traditional
sink. which sits on the countertop You
will also find sinks made of a variety
of materials from stainless steel and copper to natural stone and porcelain to go
with any decor.
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Cleaning marble counters important for lasting beauty
By Tresa Erickson
For Ad Builder
You love all of the marble in
your bathroom. It makes you feel
like you are living in the lap of
luxury. After many years of use,
however, the marble has gotten a
little grungy. A simple wipe-down
isn't going to do the trick anymore.
Porous by nature, marble gets
dirty easily. Washing it regularly
with lukewarm water is a must.
Sometimes, however, it may need
a deeper cleaning. Depending upon
the condition of the marble, you
may either use a homemade cleaner or a commercial cleaner. If it
is just plain dirty, a bucket of warm,
soapy water will suffice. Just wash
the marble with a cloth, rinse it
and wipe it dry. If it is dull, you
will need a commercial cleaner.
Look for one from a company
that specializes in marble and read
and follow the manufacturer's
directions.
Because the marble is in your
bathroom, which you use a lot,
you may want to apply a coat of
wax to it. This will seal the pores

and prevent dirt from seeping into
them. Look for a colorless wax
This will keep the marble from
yellowing. Apply the wax according to the manufacturer's instructions.
Once the marble has been
cleaned and protected, you should
do your best to keep it in good
condition. Wipe it down regularly with a warm cloth and clean
up spills immediately to prevent
staining. Keep acidic and coarse
substances away from the marble.
Use coasters for drinks and rugs
to catch dirt and sand from feet.
You don't want to stain or scratch
the marble permanently.
Take the time to deep clean
the marble in your bathroom and
make it sparkle once again. With
a little bit of elbow grease, you'll
feel like your bathroom has just
undergone a remodel and is brandTake time to clean marble countertops and they'll last for a long
spanking new.
tIme.
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Many options exist to prepare garden for summer
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
As temperatures warm and days get
longer, gardeners are starting to return
to the yard and prepare for summer.
Randy Sanderson, manager of Rolling
Hills Nursery, offers tips for getting the
yard rejuvenated after winter.
First, Sanderson said now is the time
to prepare existing trees and shrubs for
summer. He recommends fertilizing with
either a 12-6-6 or a 11-7-7 slow release
fertilizer.
"It's important to fertilize now because
the plants need plenty of nutrients for
the spring flush growth," he said.
Sanderson said it's also a good time
to treat plants with a systemic insecticide drench to protect against Japanese
beetles and aphids. The drench contains
a chemical that goes through the plant.
"It basically kills bugs from the inside
of the plant," Sanderson said. "It lasts
about a year."
Spring is also a good time to get
new trees and shrubs into the ground.
He said it's important to get the new
plants into the ground as early as possible to give them time to get established before it gets too hot and dry.

•See Next Page
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Colorful plants like these pansies. pictured above at Rolling Hills Nursery, are some of the many types ot flowers that can add color to a garden
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types of flow-

He said cold snaps are nothing to won-y about at
this point.
"Trees and shrubs especially are hearty enough to
withstand late freezes," he said.
To add color to a yard, Sanderson said knockout
roses have been very popular. They come in red,
pink and yellow and will bloom from May to November with very little care. He said no other shrub will
bloom that long. Other plants that add color to yard
include limelight hydrangeas, which will bloom for
a long time during the summer, he added.
One option for those not wanting to have a static display is container gardening. Sanderson said there
are many advantages to planting in containers.
"It's mobile and anyone can do it. It's perfect for
small spaces like apartments or patios," he said.
While it may be too early to begin container gardening, Sanderson said mid-April would be ideal. By
planting flowers and even vegetables in containers,
he said a display can be created and rearranged easily. While an in-ground garden has to stay in place,
containers can be moved to accommodate more guests
on an outdoor patio and then put back in place later.
Plants aren't the only way to liven up a yard.
Sanderson said that outdoor living spaces have been
gaining in popularity and include gazebos, fountains,
benches and more. In particular, he said that monogrammed items have been very popular.
"Flags, doormats, anything monogrammed is very
KYSER LOUGH
Ledger & Times
hot right now," Sanderson said.
Monogrammed Items are a popular item for gardens and add a persona; touch to the decoration.
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Choosing the right yard tools depends on need

Thu

By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
When it comes time to pick out the tools for
yard maintenance, start by determining what they
will need to be used for.
Jonathan Burgess, shop manager at Murray Supply, said it's important to buy the right size machine
for the job, and recommended three key items ever)
homeowner should have.
First, a handheld trimmer. Burgess said they have
many uses, from keeping weeds off the driveway to
cleaning up areas around trees. Trimmers range in
size, and will sometimes have different attachments
to give them a multipurpose function. Ranging from
hedge clipper to chainsaw attachments, Burgess said
this is good in particular for smaller yards.
"That way, the homeowner has just one engine
to take care of ... it's good for light, multi-purpose
use," he said.
Another important yard care item to have on hand
is a gas-powered blower. Burgess said that they not
only help keep grass clippings and leaves off the
yard but also can be used for gutter cleaning. Special attachments are available that allow homeowners to clean gutters with the blower without havint.
to climb up on a ladder. The safety alone is worth
it, he said.
Finally, a lawn mower is key for yard maintenance. This is where the size of the yard comes
into play the most. For larger yards, riding mowers

See Next Page

KYSER LOUGH
Ledger 8. Times
Picking the right size gas-powered blower depends
on the amount of use it will have.
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Many varieties of lawn mowers exist, from the
simple non-mechanical push mower to a high-p
ower
riding mower. Pick the mower based on the
yard size for the best fit.
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Hometown Store

can save lots of time and effort in keeping the grass
short. As the yard shrinks, so should the size
of
mower, down to a simple push model. Burgess said
many push models offer options that make mowin
g
easier, such as self-propelled motors and mulchi
ng
blades.
Maintenance on the machines is very important
to ensure they last a long time. Burgess recommends keeping fresh gas in the tank and adding
a
fuel stabilizer if the machine will be sitting unused
for a long time. He also said to make sure the
oil
is changed regularly and the air filter is cleaned.
"You also want to get your mower serviced and
now is a very good time to do that. We've been
doing that a lot here lately," Burgess said.
Past that, depending on the yard certain specialty' tools like hedge dippers and chainsaws may be
necessary. Burgess said it really depends on the
yard and the amount of maintenance. He added
that
in some cases, it's more economical to simply
rent
the needed machine whenever it is needed.
"It's nice because you don't have to keep up
with it and it's already ready to go," he said. "For
something that just takes one or two days a year,
it's very handy."

Free

21 ..

Estimate'

Locally Owned — Ste% en Lax
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Cleaning and repairing old furniture
By Tresa Erickson
For Ad Builder
You love to shop at flea markets, thrift stores
and garage sales and pick up old pieces of furniture to use around the house. Much of what you
find is not in pristine condition, but that doesn't
matter to you. You like the distressed look. Unfortunately, some of the pieces you pick up are a little too worn, forcing you to cover them up or relegate them to a dusty. corner in your basement.
Your basement is filled with pieces that could
use some work, iefinishing work you believe. Before
you go that route, consider if you could take some
simpler steps to return each piece to its former
glory. You may just need to clean the piece and
repair the damaged areas. Here is a list of some of
the most common problems and tips for resolving
them.

Black Spots
These indicate water damage. Water has penetrated the finish and set long enough for mildew to
grow. To correct the problem. strip off the finish in
the affected area. bleach the wood to kill the mildew
and reapply the finish.

Buckled Veneer
This also indicates water damage Water has got-

ten beneath the veneer and set long enough to make
it buckle. To correct the problem, flush out the
space with water to loosen the affected veneer completely. Then refasten the veneer to the base with
some glue and set a wooden block on top of it to
smooth out the wrinkles and ensure a good seal.

apply a touch of solvent to it. Then heat up the
end of a pallet knife, place a wax wood filler stick
against it and let the filler melt into the depression.

By KY
Statf 0
It's s

Spread it around, let it dry and use a razor blade
to level it off. Then sand and stain it to match.

comes t

Dents
These can also vary in size. To repair a small
on the steam setting and raise tt
an inch above the area. The steam should pull up
and straighten the wood fibers. If that doesn't work,
fill the are7 with putty, sand it and sta n it to match.
dent. turn an iron

Water Rings

Odors

These can be a common problem, especially among
younger family members. To remove a water ring,
try ironing it out first. Place a cloth over the ring
and iron it on the warm setting until it disappears.

Wood is known for absorbing odors. To remove
a foul odor from wood, place an air freshener in
or near it. The woad will absorb the scent of the
freshener and the foul odor with fade.

If that doesn't work, apply some lemon or orange
oil to the ring, let it sit overnight and wipe away
the excess. If that doesn't work, make a buffing

Scratches
These can vary in depth. To repair a light scratch,
try rubbing over it with an almond oil stick or a
repair stick. To repair a deep scratch, apply a drop
of solvent to it and blend it in with the surrounding varnish. Let it dry and then apply some lemon
or orange oil to it To repair a really deep scratch,

teEN3
MYERS

solution of one part toothpaste and one part baking
soda. Rub the solution on the ring and buff it out
with another cloth.
These are some of the rnore common blemishes
that may affect your furniture finds. Don't he afraid
to repair them first before refinishing a piece.
It could Nave you a lot of time and labor.
I0
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Pay attention to asphalt driveway cracks
By KYSER LOUGH

Staff Writer
It's something most car owners drives on daily,
yet is sometimes given the least attention when it
comes to upkeep. A driveway left without maintenance can quickly deteriorate and become an eyesore.
Tony Travis, owner of Travis Asphalt Paving, said
a weak base underneath an asphalt driveway can
lead to the ground settling and inevitably force
cracks in a driveway. From there, water seeps into
the cracks and can freeze in colder weather, which
expands the cracks further. To prevent cracks. he
recommends seal coating it every three years. Initially, he said a driveway should be seal coated
after the first year.
To patch existing cracks, Travis recommends a
hot melt crack filling or a cold pour crack filler.
"Typically I use the cold pour filler for smaller .
cracks and the hot melt for the big ones." Travis
said. "You want to prevent the water from getting
in there and freezing and opening the cracks up
more."
Tree roots are also a cause for driveway deterioration and can push up from underneath the ground
and cause damage. Travis said the best way to guard
against this is to simply remove the tree, but sometimes homeowners don't want to do that. The only

other solution is to cut the tree roots and keep an
eye on them as they grow back over the years, he
said.
For gravel driveways, the simplest way to spruce
up the existing gravel is to resurface with a new
layer of gravel.

You want to prevent the
water from getting in there and
freezing and opening the cracks
up more. If

''We put white rock on top of the driveway to
freshen it up ... We have been doing that a ton
here lately. It's also a good foundation for later on
if you want to pave your driveway," Travis said.
To upgrade an existing gravel driveway to an
asphalt one, Travis said the gravel has to be in
good condition and have no soft spots. Any soft
spots will need to be dug out and fresh gravel
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Travis said that each driveway. situation is different, and recommends homeowners to call in an
expert to assess the situation first. He said he's had
numerous of calls from people that think they need
to recoat their driveway and he has been able to
tell them they can hold off.

ROSE
INSULATION
GUARDIAN
60 Sunnyside Lane, IVIurray, KY 42071
Phone: 270-753-6403
Cell: 270-293-7673 • Fax: 270-753-0803
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Each one varies. though. A lot of people have a ten
foot entrance leading in and then have it spread out
wider when it gets to the garage." he said.
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*We also offer complete
framing service
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erty. there are many options for additions.
The biggest thing to keep in mind when adding
a driveway. is the width. Travis said. While some
homeowners may lean toward an eight foot wide

energyrighe

*Wide selection of home
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asphalt can be added.
Another option for homeowners is to add on to
an existing driveway. Whether it's an addition spot
to park a car or a circle drive in front of the prop-

Barry Rose

*Hundreds of wallpapers and
borders to choose from

ic

added. Once the gravel has settled. it can be paved.
Water drainage is a big issue with driveways, so
the area will have to have good drainage before the

driveway. Travis said it's better to go wider.
"You need to make sure there is room. With an
eight foot driveway, it's hard to get out of the car
and stay on blacktop. Normally, people go ten feet.

-Tony Travis, owner of
Travis Asphalt Paving
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From previous
see them. The problem of too
many. remotes can be solved by purchasing a radio frequency, rernote.
which has a small LCD screen and
be set to different "modes," depending on which piece of equipment the
user wants to operate at a given
moment.
Setting up a surround sound system can be done many different ways
to try to hide wires, including hiding them behind walls and above the
ceiling, Thomas said. He said that wireless speakers haven't yet become a
viable option because of all the. possibilities for interference, whether it
be cell phones or microwaves.
Thomas said that subwoofers can
sometimes be a problem when trying to get the look of a room just
right. A serious movie watcher wouldn't want to go without it because it
provides the main bass component
to the soundtrack, but he said homeowners often iion't want them visible because they just look like big,
black boxes, which can be visually
unappealing. Fortunately, subwoofers
can be placed anywhere in a room
Cdfl

The right piece of furniture can give your home entertainment center an elegant look.
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and consultants can find creative ways
to hide them with fumiture, he said.
Thomas said that Murray Electronics sells only equipment it stand,
behind, which includes speakers from
Yamaha, Paradigm and Sony. He said
the speakers they typically sell should
last many years and that, if one has
the money to spend, it is a much
better alternative to the "theater-in-abox" package available at many. retailers.
If you're wanting to get the full
home theater experience these days,
Thomas said, it is vital to have a
Blu-ray Disc player, surround sound
and a high-definition TV with the
capacity for 1080p, which is the highest resolution picture available. The
number refers to the number of lines
that are progressively scanned — hence
the letter P — across the vertical
image. Since Blu-ray movies generally contain a 1080p image, the viewer won't be able to see the big difference in sharpness between a Bluray and DVD unless their TV can
show it, he said. Some of the older
HAWKINS TEAGUE .' Ledger & Times
widescreen TVs only go as high as
Speakers mounted on the wail, as seen herr is a popular way to give your home theater a clean
look in which
vvires are not visible. A well-designed sound setup is the closest you can get to a live
concert feel in your living
•See Next Page
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720p.
A superior image isn't the only thing
Blu-ray has over DVD, Thomas said. A
typical surround system is known as the
Dolby 5.1 system, which means it has
a center front speaker, left and right front
speakers, left and nght rear speakers and
a subwoofer. However, newer systems
can support 7.1 surround sound, which
adds two more speakers at the left and
right sides of the viewing room. Thomas
said that not all Blu-ray Discs support
Dolby 7.1, but that more and more are
now being released that do.
High-definition programming has also
become much more available to the average consumer in the last few years. Tina
Cox, the broadband administrative assistant for Murray Electric System, said the
utility service began offering HD channels a little over a year ago and she has
heard lots of positive feedback from cus
tomers. She said that channels 900 and
above are HD and can be viewed by
anyone who uses a digital cable box.

Several network affiliates are available
in HD. and Cox said MES is working
to get the remaining ones up and running too. She said the issue is trying to
get a closer feed and that MES had been
rolling out the HD channels slowly bec.ause
they didn't want to put them up unless
they look absolutely great.
If you're looking to expand technology beyond the TV room, some electronics providers also sell a wireless controller that can be hooked up to the
lights throughout the house and the heating and air conditioning. This not only
allows energy savings by controlling everything at one spot, but also allows the
resident to do things like go on the Internet to tum on the heat or air before he
or she gets back to the house after d
long trip.
Thomas said you can also hook up
speakers to allow music listening in every
room. which can be controlled hy the
wireless controller.
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Pictured is a wireless controller from Control 4, which allows
you to control lights, music. movies. heating and air and other things from
one
location in the house.
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